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The human brain, and even the brains of the lowest vertebrates, are diabolically complex, and 
complete understanding of these systems would take hundreds of careers to build. One key way 
of dealing with this complexity is to look back in time, and study the evolution of neurons and 
brains. This allows researchers to investigate the selection pressures driving the evolution of 
the brain, and how these influenced its development. Another method is to study simple parts 
of the brain, figure out how they work, and see if this can be generalised to other brain regions.  
The vestibular system, responsible for detection of head acceleration, is of particular interest 
due to its early evolution, and the simplicity of its role of dynamical inference. Constructing 
computational models of cells involved in vestibular transduction provides a framework which 
can be used by researchers to test and extend understanding of how the system works.   
This thesis describes work building a computational model of the transduction cells of the 
vestibular system, known as hair cells, and extension of the model to include the firing of 
vestibular afferent neurons. All modelling was carried out using the Julia programming 
language. 
The model of a vestibular hair cell built somewhat replicated the behaviour of biological hair 
cells, however, further refinement or experimentation is necessary to accurately reproduce the 
characteristics of any single hair cell. A concerning discovery was that the range of parameter 
values reported for hair cells in the literature, using state of the art modelling frameworks, was 
unable to replicate thirty two percent of the observed range of resting membrane potentials of 
these cells. 
The extension of the model used scaled calcium concentration of a resting hair cell, which 
fluctuates due to Brownian motion of the transduction apparatus, as input for a leaky integrate-
and-fire neuron. It was found that this input could be scaled to reproduce the diverse statistical 
distributions of resting discharge observed in vestibular afferent neurons. 
Together, my studies provide improved documentation and reporting of vestibular hair cell 
models, directions for future research, and an interesting first model including both vestibular 
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Sensory Neuroscience, Ancient Animals, and High-Performance 
Computing 
 
J. A. Jefferson 
 
1.1 - Sensory Neuroscience: The Problem of Perception 
Sensory neuroscience is a fancy term for the study of figuring out how we see, hear, feel, and overall 
build a picture of what is happening in the world around us. One part of this happens at the receptor 
level – how does a sound cause a response in a cell in your ear? This part is well-understood for all 
major senses (Fain, 2019). The more elusive part of sensory neuroscience is the inference problem: 
given that a cell sensitive to sound has become active, how does that message travel, and become 
interpreted, allowing the organism to perceive sound? How does the brain take a change in the firing 
rates of a number of neurons, and conclude that an event has occurred? Is this process helped or hindered 
by the seemingly random firing of sensory neurons and receptor cells? 
One method used to study the inference problem is to look back in time, to pre-Cambrian animals who 
roamed the sea floor 560 to 541 million years ago, who were just beginning to develop the precursors 
to neurons. These are the animals in which the sensory inference problem first arose, and in these 
animals, this is one of the only problems the early nervous system needs to solve. Thus, by studying the 
selection pressures acting on these animals, and how the nervous system evolved to solve them, we get 
a model of sensory inference which is not clouded by the drive to mate, social anxiety, or complex 
decision making which plagues many modern animals (Monk, & Paulin, 2014; Paulin, & Cahill‐Lane, 
2019). 
 
1.1.1 - Ancient Animals 
Pre-Cambrian animals, known as dickinsoniids (see Figure 1.1) were flat, motile animals who used 
external digestion (excreting of acid) to feed on the rich bacterial mats. Much like the modern animal, 
Trichoplax adhaerens (Sperling, & Vinther, 2010), they were able to do this without neurons or a 




(Plotnick, Dornbos, & Chen, 2010). Having the capability for 
external digestion, and being flat bodied on the sea floor 
(Brasier, & Antcliffe, 2008), these animals came equipped 
with everything necessary to start eating each other. This is 
hypothesised to be the birth of predation (Monk, & Paulin, 
2014), and would have come with two strong selection 
pressures: the incentive to feed on other dickinsoniids, as 
they are conveniently packaged bundles of all nutrients a 
dickinsoniid needs to survive, and the pressure to not get 
eaten, as being eaten is not good for reproductive success, 
and therefore the survival of one’s genetic line. It also 
introduces an important ‘feed-or-flee’ decision, as there is 
pressure on prey animals to remain feeding on rich food 
patches for as long as possible, and only flee at the last 
moment, else they will be out-competed by other prey 
animals. This introduces a selection pressure for rapid 
statistical decision making. 
Once dickinsoniids are regularly eating one another, the signal of whether there is another animal nearby 
becomes salient, whether the goal is to feed or flee. When two dickinsoniids, with similar capabilities 
for movement, find themselves near one another, the dickinsoniid who first senses the other is more 
likely to succeed, whatever their goal. These animals produced an electric field, and were the only thing 
in the environment producing this field (Paulin, 2015), thus if an electric field was detected, no inference 
was necessary: it was a deterministic signal meaning another animal was nearby. As it so happens, 
dickinsoniids, like all metazoans, had voltage-gated channels (Paulin, 2015), capable of detecting such 
an electric field. 
Given the salience of the electric field and the existence of apparatus to detect it, alongside the drive to 
be able to detect other animals from further away, the sensitivity and range of these voltage-gated 
channels (electro-receptors) would have been driven up. There is a limit to how sensitive an electro-
receptor can be, and this limit is thermal noise: once the receptor becomes too sensitive, it opens and 
closes randomly due to thermal noise. Electro-receptors, and other modern receptors, have been shown 
to have sensitivity within this range, where they respond to thermal noise (Braun et al., 1997; Denk, & 
Webb, 1989). This leads to the hypothesis that this is what happened in dickinsoniids or their 
descendants: electro-receptors became as sensitive as they could possibly be, meaning that they would 
open and shut randomly due to thermal noise (Paulin, & Cahill‐Lane, 2019). 
Note. From “Dickinsonia from 
Ediacara: a new look at morphology 
and body construction” by M. D. 
Brasier, & J. B. Antcliffe, 
(2008). Palaeogeography, 
Palaeoclimatology, 
Palaeoecology, 270(3-4), 311-323. 
Figure 1.1.  
Image of a Dickinsoniid inferred 




Once receptors are sensitive to thermal noise, they can no longer be relied upon for a deterministic 
signal. The signal becomes probabilistic. This means that, while the receptor is always flipping 
randomly, the probability that it is in the open state is dependant on the presence of the signal – in this 
case, the electric field (Paulin, & Cahill‐Lane, 2019). It is at this point that sensing becomes a statistical 
problem: based on the noisy and unreliable data from your receptors, what can you infer about what is 
going on in the world?  
 
1.1.2 - Bayesian Brains 
A modern hypothesis in neuroscience is that brains infer the state of the environment from noisy, 
incomplete sense data using Bayesian inference. In more detail: the brain receives random distributions 
of sense data, parameterised by the state of the external environment, which it uses to estimate the state 
of the world and predict future states (Knill, & Pouget, 2004; Pitkow, & Angelaki, 2017; Pouget, Beck, 
Ma, & Latham, 2013). Given the noise in the data, not to mention uncertainty surrounding consequences 
of decisions, Bayesian inference is the most efficient way to estimate and predict reality from what are 
essentially probability distributions of neuronal firing (Friston, 2010; Ma, & Jazayeri, 2014; Pouget et 
al., 2013), ignoring the energy cost of doing Bayesian inference. Based on observation of animal 
behaviour and decision making (Körding, & Wolpert, 2006), combined with computer models (Weiss, 
& Freeman, 2000), and what we know about neural coding (Pouget et al., 2013), it appears that the 
brain has found a way to carry out Bayesian inference (or something similar) cheaply. 





Where A and B are events, P(X) denotes the probability of the event X, and P(X|Y) denotes the 
probability of the event X, given that the event Y has occurred. Thus, the result of the equation (P(A|B)) 
gives the probability that event A has occurred, given that event B has occurred. 
In a dickinsoniid, event A could be another animal being within detectable range, and event B could be 
an electro-receptor being open. In early dickinsoniids, before electro-receptors were sensitive to thermal 
noise, an electro-receptor would only be open if there was another animal within range, and it would 
always be open if another animal was in detectable range, thus the probability of the electro-receptor 
being open and the probability of another animal being within range would be equal (P(A) = P(B)), as 
the events only ever occur at the same time. Following the same logic, the probability that either event 
had occurred, given that the other had occurred would be 1, as the events always accompany one another 




Once receptors are sensitive to thermal noise, the story becomes more complicated. Using arbitrary 
numbers: say the probability of the receptor being open under normal circumstances is 0.2 (P(B) = 0.2), 
the probability of another animal being present is 0.1 (P(A) = 0.1), and when the other animal within 
detectable range, the probability of the receptor being open increases to 0.25 (P(B|A) = 0.25). Plugging 
these numbers into the above equation, one can see that, given that a receptor has just opened, the 
probability of another animal being within range is 0.125 (P(A|B) = 0.125), which is larger than the 
probability that another animal is present regardless of receptor firing (P(A) = 0.1), but is likely not high 
enough to warrant an escape behaviour. 
Bayesian inference is the current favoured hypothesis for how the brain works not only because it is the 
most efficient way to determine the state of the world given noisy and incomplete data, but it also allows 
for representation of uncertainty – any of the above probabilities (for example P(B)) can be represented 
by a probability distribution, with a mean and a standard deviation. Uncertainty is important when 
considering processing done by the brain – we make decisions based not only on what we think we 
know, but also how confident we are that our assumptions are correct.  
Furthermore, this method of information processing allows new information to update and influence 
current belief, so that new data is not independent, rather integrated into existing models. The prior 
belief (P(A)) represents how likely one thinks something is, before the new data given by the occurrence 
of B. An example is the phrase ‘seeing is believing:’ say event B is you seeing event A. If event A is a 
dog barking, we will likely believe that, given we have seen a dog bark, a dog has barked (P(A|B) ≈ 1), 
as the prior probability for a dog barking (P(A)) is quite high. Alternatively, if we see a dog speaking 
Spanish, we might not believe that the dog has actually spoken Spanish (P(A|B) ≈ 0). Even though we 
have seen it, we will likely look for alternative possibilities, as the prior probability for a dog speaking 
Spanish (P(A)) is very low. If everyone you knew told you that this was in fact a very famous Spanish 
speaking dog, this might slowly increase your P(A), and next time you see the dog speak Spanish you 
may believe that this is what has happened. 
Returning to sensory inference, the probability of certain events happening in the world, known as the 
prior probability (P(A)) can be learned and updated by an organism. The likelihood of receptors firing 
regardless of an event occurring (P(B)) is reasonably constant for each receptor, and can be hard-coded 
in cellular machinery (for example, a threshold for transmitter release could be imposed so that 
transmitter is only released when P>P(B)). The likelihood function (P(B|A)) describes the probability 
that a receptor would open (or a neuron would fire), given that an event has occurred. This must be 
coded in the brain to represent the relationship between what is happening in the outside world and the 
sense data that the brain gets. Under the Bayesian brain hypothesis, the brain must include P(A), P(B) 




thresholds and sub-threshold interactions) so that when P(B) occurs, the organism can approximate 
P(A|B), and behave accordingly. 
It is important to note that we do not know how the brain could carry out Bayesian inference, or even 
if it is possible to do Bayesian computation efficiently. Bayes rule is analytically unsolvable, except in 
simple cases, meaning when statisticians solve Bayesian inference problems, they use numerical 
algorithms which have a trade-off between accuracy and time and processing power. Thus, it is possible 
that the brain is not actually implementing Bayesian inference, rather a cheaper trick that is close enough 
to the real thing, while being able to be implemented quickly and without a prohibitive energy cost. 
 
1.1.3 - The Vestibular Sense 
Another major event in the evolution of the brain is moving from solving two-dimensional problems to 
dealing with problems in higher dimensions. Problems in two dimensions and problems in three-or-
more dimensions are fundamentally different, but once you can solve three-dimensional problems, the 
same strategies are used to solve problems with infinite dimensions (Lippmann, 1987). This is explained 
by node-connectivity theories (Frary, & Schuh, 2005), explaining that, in three dimensions it is always 
possible to connect any two nodes, while in two dimensions, a node can become encircled by other 
connections, thus inaccessible. 
High-dimensional problems become an issue when organisms leave the mat behind and begin moving 
and feeding in the water column. By moving into the three-dimensional world, the animal subjects itself 
to not only the x, y, and z axes, but three axes of rotation (roll, pitch, and yaw), and inertia in each of 
these six axes. To be successful in the water column, an animal needs a sensory organ to collect 
information on its state in these twelve dimensions, and a much more advanced nervous system to make 
sense of this high-dimensional input. This was the birth of the vestibular system. 
The sensory organ of the modern vestibular system comprises the semi-circular canals, responsible for 
the detection of rotational acceleration, and the otolith organs, responsible for the detection of linear 
acceleration, including gravity (Wilson, 2013). Three key cell types in the periphery, shown in Figure 
1.2, are involved in vestibular transduction and pre-processing. The first of these are mechanosensory 
hair cells. Rotational acceleration deforms these hair cells, causing mechanosensitive channels on the 
cells to open, allowing an influx of positive ions and thus depolarising the hair cells (Wilson, 2013). 
This causes hair cells to release transmitter onto the second key cell type: vestibular afferent neurons. 
These neurons carry vestibular information to the central nervous system. The third key cell type are 
vestibular efferent neurons, which project from the central nervous system to the peripheral vestibular 
system (Highstein, 1991), where they influence the behaviour of hair cells (Poppi et al., 2017; Sugai, 




Marlinski, Plotnik, & Goldberg, 2004). Genetic evidence 
implies that ancient hair cells were the precursors of 
neurons (Fritzsch, & Beisel, 2004), and it is true that these 
cells share many properties with neurons, including pre-
synaptic terminals where one can find vesicles filled with 
transmitter, ready to communicate with a post-synaptic 
neuron. 
Alongside its early evolutionary relevance and being a 
likely driving force for the evolution of multi-dimensional 
processing, the vestibular system is an attractive system for 
the study of sensory inference due to the simplicity of the 
signal. In contrast to more complex senses such as vision 
(Nguyen, Yosinski, & Clune, 2015), we know how to solve 
the problem the vestibular system evolved to solve 
(Kalman, 1960; Laurens, & Droulez, 2007; Paulin, 1993). 
This problem is dynamical inference: tracking object in 
space and predicting where it will be on a millisecond 
timescale, based on current position and movement. The 
simplicity of the problem means this is a more realistic 
sense with which to decode the language of the brain: we 
know the tools, and we know what the data interpreted by the head would look like, translated into 
mathematics, so decoding what the mathematics looks like in action potentials should be a simpler task 
than attempting the same in a system where the analytical solution is not known.  
 
1.2 - High Performance Computing 
Until recent years, to run complex simulations of physical systems (including biophysical models of 
neurons), one would require what was then known as a super-computer: an extremely expensive 
machine usually purchased by organisations and inaccessible to individuals. These also had an 
extremely high barrier to entry in terms of skill to operate, meaning most people who could use them 
effectively were career programmers, so had to collaborate with scientists in the area of interest for 
modelling. Thus, there have been two barriers for entry into modelling complex systems for the average 
scientist: cost of technology, and skill to use said technology. 
 
Figure 1.2. 
Interaction of Efferent and Afferent 
Neurons with Hair Cells (I, II) in the 
Peripheral Vestibular System. 
Note. Adapted from “Loss of α-
calcitonin gene-related peptide 
(αCGRP) reduces otolith activation 
timing dynamics and impairs 
balance” by S. M. Jones, S. 
Vijayakumar, S. A. Dow, J. C. Holt, 
P. M. Jordan, & A. E. Luebke, 
2018. Frontiers in molecular 




1.2.1 - Graphics Processing Units 
The term ‘super-computer’ has fallen out of use. This is because the processing power that was first 
referred to as a super-computer can now be found in a smartphone. Effectively, by the standards of the 
early 1990s, every modern computer is a super-computer. The term was replaced with ‘high-
performance computing,’ to refer to the sort of processing power needed to run more complex 
simulations or models, such as those run by Google. However, this term too, is fading, as this technology 
becomes more accessible, largely driven by gamers wanting to play high-fidelity video games with 
high-definition graphics from their homes. This has increased demand for affordable graphics 
processing units (GPUs), a sub-processor traditionally used to render graphics while freeing up the 
central processing unit (CPU) of the computer for other processes. 
As of December 2020, the latest GPUs (Nvidea GeForce 30 series) can be bought online as a single unit 
for ~500 USD to ~$1500 USD. These GPUs have processing speed ~39 500 times higher than that of 
the Apollo 11 Guidance Computer, used to send Neil Armstrong to the moon, and are ~30 times faster 
with ~1/4000 of the power consumption than the worlds fastest super computer in the year 2000, which 
cost $46 million USD. 
So, driven in a large part by the mass-demand of gamers, the cost barrier to entry for high performance 
computing has been removed, and the machinery required to run extremely complex simulations 
quickly is now available to almost any research lab, and a large number of more affluent individuals. 
The added advantage of this power being available in the form of sub-processors means that one does 
not need to upgrade their whole machine to be state-of-the-art and can rather purchase the component 
needed. The remaining barrier is the skill to use this technology, or access to a career programmer with 
the time, incentive, and capability to understand the research question and transform it into code. 
 
1.2.2 - The Julia Programming Language 
Programming languages favoured by researchers are higher-level languages such as Python, MatLab, 
R and even NetLogo. These languages, being higher-level, have a focus on being user friendly, and 
automating many processes left to the programmer in lower-level languages such as C. This makes 
them easy enough to learn that a large proportion of researchers can become skilled programmers 
alongside their area of expertise. However, the automation allowing this simplicity comes with a cost: 
the programmer has less control over the internal workings of their code, and code for non-standard 
algorithms will usually run more slowly and less efficiently, as internal workings are more ‘one-size-
fits-all’ than optimised. 
Unfortunately, the problem of creating a programming language which is easy enough for a busy 




be solved by teenage boys offering wads of cash to tech companies so they could play Fortnite in high-
definition. Scientists had to figure this one out themselves. Thus, Julia was born: a programming 
language built by researchers, for researchers. Julia is an open source language, meaning that anyone 
can view the internal code and make suggestions around edits and improvements. Development of the 
language started in 2012, with the full release (Julia 1.0) occurring in August 2018. 
Julia retains the syntax of a higher-level language and is often compared to Python. However, Julia has 
a more advanced compiler, which means while it still automates the processes typically automated in 
higher-level languages, it redesigns this automation for every piece of code, reducing the ‘one-size-fits-
all’ component, and getting closer to optimisation. Julia also gives the option for users to shun the 
automation, and program these processes themselves. This is beyond the scope of what most researchers 
are willing to teach themselves, but it does mean that, in the right hands, Julia can run with efficiency 
rival to that of lower-level languages such as C (Bezanson, Karpinski, Shah, & Edelman, 2012; 
Bezanson, Edelman, Karpinski, & Shah, 2017). 
Thus, with the availability of extremely powerful GPUs and the nascent development of a higher-level 
programming language capable of optimising itself and harnessing this power, the major barriers of 
entry for most labs to running complex models and simulations have been removed. It is likely that the 
academic world will see an increase in scientific models presented alongside published papers, or even 
embedded within them. Alternative document forms, such as Jupyter Notebooks (in which Chapter 
Three of this thesis is written) and Pluto.jl Notebooks, ease the integration of code with text, and could 
become a popular format for submissions to online academic journals. 
 
1.3 - My Research 
The project described in this thesis entails detailed computational modelling of a vestibular hair cell 
from the frog, based on a number of previously described models and data. Chapter One describes 
methods used to model hair cells, and other cells, as well as summarising previously published models. 
Chapters Two and Three deal with my base model, with Chapter Two explaining how the model was 
created and exploring the behaviour, and Chapter Three being in the form of a Jupyter Notebook, 
dissecting the model into individual components and exploring behaviour of these components, while 
presenting the code generating the behaviour alongside equations, graphs and explanations. Chapter 
Four extends the model slightly, to explore whether variations in intracellular calcium concentration of 
the hair cell might be closely related to the firing behaviour of the afferent neuron with which the hair 
cell communicates. Finally, the general discussion of this thesis relates my project and results to ideas 
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2.1 - Introduction 
Different neuroscientists attempt to understand the brain in different ways: some investigate pathology, 
to help those affected by it and understand the causes and consequences of dysfunction. Some 
investigate detailed anatomy and physiology of different cells and even molecules to build a bottom-up 
picture. Some use social experiments, to see how humans or animals interact, and from this glean 
something about the underlying processes. Some use completely different approaches, or combinations 
of the above. 
Another method used to understand the brain is recreation of properties of cells and networks via 
computer simulation. Subcategories of this include spiking neural networks, which simplify neurons to 
build information-processing networks which may be biologically viable (Savin, & Deneve, 2014; 
Schemmel, Grubl, Meier, & Mueller, 2006), higher level models which simulate neural processing on 
a macro scale to reproduce desired behaviours (Atallah, Frank, & O'Reilly, 2004; Bullivant, Robertson, 
& Sagar, 2019), and building detailed models of different cells to understand and replicate the behaviour 
of these information processing units based on the interaction of sub-cellular features, such as channel 
kinetics (Hodgkin, & Huxley, 1952; Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a). 
The vestibular system, as introduced in the General Introduction of this thesis, is tasked with tracking 
of the motion of the head in three-dimensional space, and is of interest in part due to the simplicity of 
the dynamic inference problem it evolved to solve. Under the Bayesian brain hypothesis, in order for 
the brain to infer the state of the head given the firing patterns of vestibular afferent neurons, the brain’s 
processing must include the likelihood function: the stochastic relationship between the state of the head 
and the firing patterns of cells involved in transduction, or, in other words, what the firing patterns will 
be given potential states of the head. Thus, the statistical distribution of sense data (firing patterns of 
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hair cells and afferent neurons) given true external states of the head is of interest to researchers looking 
to decode the inference problem of sensory neuroscience. 
The transduction cells in this system are vestibular hair cells – mechano-sensitive, ciliated epithelial 
cells deformed by acceleration of the head. Modelling vestibular hair cells allows us to test and extend 
our understanding of these cells, tweaking the model or stimulating it in different ways, and observing 
whether the simulated cell behaves as expected. If we can accurately model processing in the vestibular 
periphery, from head movement, to hair cells, to afferent neurons (including of course, input from 
efferent neurons), then we will be able to observe the statistical distribution of sense data given true 
external states, and thus have encoded in our model, the likelihood function. 
 
2.2 - Simulating Cells 
2.2.1 - Simulating Cells by Simulating Channels 
The inside of a cell usually has a negative electrical potential, relative to the outside of a cell. This 
difference in charge across the membrane of a neuron is called the membrane potential. The membrane 
potential of a neuron at rest is usually about -50 mV to -80 mV. This is called the resting membrane 
potential. The difference in voltage is caused by different concentrations of ions on either side of the 
membrane, thus, there are electrical (difference in charge) and chemical (difference in concentrations 
of ions and other chemicals) gradients between the inside and outside of a cell. This means that different 
ions are pushed to enter or exit the cell. The ability of these ions to cross the cell membrane is 
determined by channels embedded in the surface of the cell membrane. 
When a neuron receives a message, it can cause channels on the membrane of the neuron to open or 
close. This changes the flow of ions across the membrane, and often results in a change in membrane 
potential, shifting the neuron away from its resting membrane potential. Changes in membrane potential 
can trigger different behaviours in a cell. These usually include at least one of: more ion channels open, 
acting to amplify or supress the change in membrane potential, or bioactive molecules (such as calcium 
ions) enter the cell, and catalyse cellular processes.  
Regulation of substances across the membrane is a key factor in the life of all cells. For example, the 
single-celled organism, Paramecium, generally maintains low intracellular calcium, but when it bumps 
into something, calcium channels open, allowing calcium into the cell. This causes the cilia of the 
Paramecium to alter their movement, such that the Paramecium changes direction and moves away from 
the object with which it collided (Naitoh, & Eckert, 1969). It is also important in sensory cells, which 
communicate with neurons. Changes in membrane potential or the concentrations of various ions in 
sensory cells can trigger release of chemicals which interact with neurons (Robertson, & Paki, 2002) or 
can modulate the sensitivity of sensory cells to stimuli in the world (Patuzzi, 2011). 
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The importance of transport across the membrane to cellular function makes this transport of interest to 
researchers and modellers. If one knows the internal environment of a cell and has a good model of how 
movement of molecules across the membrane changes based on events, one can make good predictions 
of how a cell will behave under certain circumstances. Ions and other substances primarily cross the 
membrane via channels, which are proteins which sit in the membrane, with a pore through the middle, 
through which substances can pass (see Figure 2.1). This pore can be selective, meaning it only lets 
through certain molecules. The pore can also be gated, meaning it can be open, allowing the flow of 
molecules, or closed, not allowing the flow of 
molecules. Channels can also be blocked, meaning that 
even if the gate is open, molecules will be unable to 
pass through the channel. 
A common technique used in simulating the behaviour 
of cells, is the modelling of channel kinetics using 
differential equations. This involves modelling the 
probability of the channel being open under certain 
circumstances alongside the level of current (net ion 
flow) expected to pass through the channel if it is open. 
 
2.2.2 - How to Simulate Channels 
Hodgkin and Huxley were pioneers in neuroscience based on their electrophysiological work recording 
from giant squid axons (Hodgkin, & Huxley, 1939), and their method for modelling membrane 
dynamics (Hodgkin, & Huxley, 1952), which is still used today. Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) described 
currents across the membrane in terms of an electrical circuit (see Figure 2.2). For a given current, say 
IX, the amplitude of the current could be calculated based on three things: the conductance of the 
membrane to the ion X (gX), the equilibrium potential of X (EX), and the present membrane potential 
(V). Thus, the equation for the current IX would look like: 
IX = gX(V − EX) 
Note. the diagram remains accurate if the 
extracellular space and intracellular space 
labels are swapped with each other, 
depending on which ion is represented. 
Figure 2.1. 
Diagram Showing how Channels Control 
Ion Flow across a Cell Membrane. 
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The membrane conductance (gX) is based on the 
number and permeability of channels through which 
X can pass, and varies depending on whether 
channels are open or closed. As a conductance, it is 
measured in siemens (S), and is the inverse of the 
membrane resistance to the ion X (RX). The 
equilibrium potential (EX) is the membrane potential 
at which the electrical gradient pushing X across the 
membrane and the chemical gradient pushing X 
across the membrane cancel each other out, so that 
there is no net movement of X. The equilibrium 
potential is measured in volts (V). Setting this value 
as constant (as it is usually set) assumes that 
disturbances in concentrations ions which could 
influence the electrical or concentration gradient are 
minimal.  
The term V-EX denotes the difference between the 
present membrane potential and the equilibrium 
potential for X, and can thus be described as the 
driving force for X to cross the membrane. If V=EX, 
then the membrane potential is equal to the 
equilibrium potential for X, so there will be no net 
movement of X across the membrane, and both the 
term V-EX and the current IX will evaluate to zero. 
For convenience in calculations, membrane 
conductance (gX) is usually treated as constant, thus 
the maximum membrane conductance, assuming all channels are open and unblocked, is used. So that 
this assumption does not render our model useless, this term is used alongside an open-state probability 
term. This can take values between zero and one, and can thus modulate the current to flow as if there 
is maximum conductance, zero conductance, or anywhere in between. This term can vary in form 
depending on the properties of individual channels. Properties that can influence this include the number 
of events that need to occur for a channel to become open (for example, multiple subunits of the channel 
may need to change from closed-state to open-state), and whether these events which need to occur are 
dependent or independent of each other. Open-state probability terms will often include equations for 
the channel’s equilibrium state, which is the probability that the channel is open at a given membrane 
Note. INa, IK, and IL are sodium current, 
potassium current and leak current 
respectively. Corresponding R values are 
membrane resistances to those currents, 
with RNa and RK being variable due to 
opening and closing of channels. ENa, EK, 
and EL values are the equilibrium potentials 
of the ions. CM is the membrane capacitance 
and E is the membrane potential. From “A 
quantitative description of membrane 
current and its application to conduction and 
excitation in nerve”, by A. L. Hodgkin and 
A. F. Huxley, 1952, The Journal of 
Physiology, 117(4), 500. 
Figure 2.2. 
Diagram Expressing Currents across the 
Membrane in terms of an Electrical Circuit. 
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potential. These terms will also usually include time constants, relating to how quickly the channel 
reaches its equilibrium state under certain conditions. 
A generic equation for IX, treating gX as a constant and thus including an open state probability term 
might look like: 
IX = mX × gX(V − EX) 







Where mX∞ is the equilibrium state of the channel and τX is the time constant. Both mX∞ and τX are 
dependent on the membrane potential (V). Note that the above equation models the change in mX, based 
on a previous value, thus you always need a starting value to run a model. For this, one will usually use 
the equilibrium value (mX0=mX∞) at the starting membrane potential (V0).  
There are some ions which can pass through multiple different channels with different dynamics, and 
some channels which are permeable to many different ions. Because of this, modern models will often 
simulate the current passing through a certain channel, rather than the current caused by a certain ion, 
as described above. As an example, most cells have many different potassium currents, with different 
kinetics. It is simpler to model each of these separately than to attempt to plug summed or multiple 
conductance values and multiple channel open-state probability terms into the same equation. Note that 
each of these equations would have the same equilibrium potential for potassium (EK), but would have 
different maximum conductance values (gKX). On the other hand, the leak current (IL), which is present 
in all cells in some form, is made up of multiple different ions which move across the membrane via 
various means at rest (so this current is not dependent on channel state). It is simpler to model the net 
movement of all these ions than it is to isolate the kinetics of each. 
Thus, when doing Hodgkin-Huxley style modelling of a current (IX), one takes account of driving force, 
calculated as the difference between the equilibrium potential of one or a combination of ions (EX) and 
the membrane potential (V), and the conductance of the membrane, calculated as the product of the 
maximum conductance of the membrane to the ion or combination of ions (gX) with some sort of open-
state probability term (for example, mX). 
 
2.2.3 - Integrating Channel Simulations for a Whole-Cell Simulation 
The equation introduced by Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) to relate changes in membrane potential to 







Where Ii is the sum of channel currents calculated, I is an input current (for example, current injected 
by electrode), CM is specific capacitance of the cell membrane, dV is an infinitely small change in 
membrane potential, and dt is an infinitely small change in time. 
The specific capacitance of the membrane (CM) can be defined as the ability of the membrane to store 
electric charge, per unit area of the membrane. Experimentally, it is determined by injecting a pulse of 
current into a cell, and comparing the change in membrane potential of the cell to the amount of current 
injected (Taylor, 2012).  
When simulating cells, we assume a constant value for CM based on the cell we are simulating, and 
simulate channel currents (Ii) based on the present membrane potential. Thus, the unknown in the 







To simulate using this equation, we replace the infinitely small differences in time and voltage 
represented by dV and dt with finite differences (ΔV and Δt). The timestep (Δt) is chosen to be very 
small (for example 0.01ms), allowing the change in membrane potential over this timestep (ΔV) to be 





This means that each equation used to calculate Ii (being the equations for each channel current, and the 
numerous equations used to calculate the parameters of these currents) must be calculated for each 
timestep. The new membrane potential (V) and other state variables (for example, open state 
probabilities of channels) are then used to calculate the change in membrane potential (ΔV) for the next 
timestep (Δt). As this equation is for the change in membrane potential (ΔV), an initial value for the 
membrane potential (V0) must be chosen. Sensible values for the cell type simulated will usually be 
obvious from experimental data in the literature, and have little importance after the simulation has been 
run for a few seconds, as the channel currents will act to find a resting membrane potential for the cell. 
Thus, by dividing simulated channel currents by the membrane capacitance (CM), we can simulate how 
these currents interact to give the membrane potential (V). As the channel currents are dependent on the 
membrane potential, we can also model the effects of changing the membrane potential on these 





2.3 - Hair Cells and Their Currents 
The vestibular organ is a structure found bilaterally in each temporal bone of the skull (Wilson, 2013). 
It is responsible for the perception of head acceleration, and is thus hugely important in balance, with 
vertigo being a well-known vestibular disorder (Neuhauser, Leopold, Von Brevern, Arnold, & Lempert, 
2001). The transduction cells in this system are vestibular hair cells; ciliated epithelial cells which are 
deformed by acceleration of the head in a specific plane. When a hair cell is deformed, this pulls open 
mechanosensitive channels on the cilia, depolarising the cell and thus increasing the probability of the 
hair cell releasing transmitter onto the afferent neuron with which it shares a synapse (Wilson, 2013).  
As with all cells, the internal environment of a vestibular hair cell is tightly regulated by gated channels. 
In the frog, which is the primary animal investigated here, there are up to nine currents of interest, which 
act together to alter the membrane potential and behaviour of vestibular hair cells (Neiman, Dierkes, 
Lindner, Han, & Shilnikov, 2011). The resting membrane potential tends to fall between -50 mV and -
70 mV (Catacuzzeno, Fioretti, & Franciolini, 2003a; Holt & Eatock, 1995). 
 
2.3.1 - Leak Current (IL) 
Currents caused by normal movement of ions for cell maintenance are grouped together into a leak 
current (IL) for the purpose of analyses. For this current, maximum membrane conductance is assumed, 
so the amplitude of the current depends only on the difference between the membrane potential and the 
equilibrium potential for the leak current (EL) (Hodgkin, & Huxley, 1952; Neiman et al., 2011).  
There are varying ways to determine the equilibrium potential of the leak current (EL). When modelling 
based on experimental data it is often used as a free parameter, so that when researchers have modelled 
the currents they measured specifically, they adjust the values associated with the leak current (EL and 
gL) so that the model fits the experimental data (Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a; Hodgkin, & Huxley, 1952). 
Leak currents can also be isolated experimentally by using blockers to remove the effects of other 
currents (Catacuzzeno, Fioretti, Perin, & Franciolini, 2004). 
Another method is to assume that the leak current is the main determinant of the resting membrane 
potential, and thus set the equilibrium potential (EL) close to the experimentally observed resting 
membrane potential (Canella, Martini, & Rossi, 2017). This works reasonably well for simplistic 
models, which only take into consideration 1-2 currents, and group other currents under leak. However, 
as models become more realistic and specifically simulate individual currents involved in determining 
resting membrane potential (particularly rectifying currents), this method ceases to be appropriate. 
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A common value used for the leak equilibrium potential (EL) of vestibular hair cells in the frog is 0 mV 
(Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a, 2004; Holt, & Eatock, 1995; Neiman et al., 2011), which is described by 
Holt and Eatock (1995) as being the expected value, assuming the leak conductance is non-selective.  
 
2.3.2 - Inwardly Rectifying Potassium Current (IK1) 
Five primary voltage-dependent potassium currents exist in the bullfrog hair cell: inwardly rectifying 
potassium current (IK1), steady (IBKS) and transient (IBKT) calcium-activated potassium currents, delayed 
rectifier current (IDRK), and fast-inactivating outward potassium current (IA).  
The inwardly rectifying potassium current (IK1) is mediated by Kir channels, which preferentially allow 
potassium into the cell, meaning that current passing through the channels is generally low above the 
potassium equilibrium potential (EK) (Hibino et al., 2010). The dependence of this current on the 
potassium equilibrium potential (EK) means that the voltage range at which this current is most active 
is highly dependent on extracellular potassium concentration. With the physiologically plausible 
extracellular potassium concentration of 5mΜ the current starts to appear around -60 mV, and tends to 
reach half of its maximum conductance negative to -85 mV (Holt, & Eatock, 1995).  
Not all vestibular hair cells express IK1, but those which do have a lower membrane potential and higher 
input conductance, resulting in smaller, faster responses to injected current (Holt, & Eatock, 1995). Holt 
and Eatock (1995) predict these cells to have lower basal release of transmitter compared to cells lacking 
an inwardly rectifying potassium current (IK1). 
 
2.3.3 - Calcium-Activated Potassium Current (IBK) 
The calcium-activated potassium current (IBK) is highly dependent on voltage (Hudspeth, & Lewis, 
1988a). The calcium- and voltage-sensitive BK channels mediating this current begin to open at the 
highly physiologically relevant membrane potentials of -60 to -50 mV, and become more likely to be 
open at higher membrane potentials (Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a; Neiman et al., 2011).  
The BK channels regulating this current require the binding of two calcium ions before they are able to 
change configuration into the open state. Once in the open state, a third calcium ion can bind. Thus, 
these channels have five potential states: closed with zero, one or two calcium ions bound, and open 
with two or three calcium ions bound. The probability of each of these states is dependent on calcium 
concentration, membrane potential, and the prior state of the channel, as the channel cannot skip states: 
to get from being closed with one calcium ion bound to open with two calcium ions bound, the channel 




The calcium-activated potassium current (IBK) can be split into two currents, one being steady (IBKS), 
and the other transient (IBKT). These currents are mediated by distinct channel populations, with those 
mediating the transient current (IBKT) possessing an inactivation gate, which is not present on the 
channels mediating the steady current (IBKS) (Armstrong, & Roberts, 2001; Catacuzzeno et al., 2004; 
Neiman et al., 2011). 
 
2.3.4 - Delayed Rectifier Current (IDRK) 
The delayed rectifier current (IDRK) is slow to activate and inactivate, and tends to be active either at or 
below resting membrane potential depending on the hair cell recorded from (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a; 
Neiman et al., 2011). The membrane potential at which half of the channels mediating this current are 
inactivated ranges from -50 to -90 mV. This could imply differences in the channels expressed between 
different hair cells (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a), and impacts the possible functionality of this current. 
When this value is closer to -50 mV, the current is active at physiological ranges and is thought to 
contribute to the voltage responses of the cell by lowering the frequency of spike-like oscillations in 
hair cells (Armstrong, & Roberts, 1998). The effect of the current when it is active at less physiological 
membrane potentials is unknown (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a). 
 
2.3.5 - Fast-Inactivating Outward Potassium Current (IA) 
The fast-inactivating outward potassium current (IA) is sometimes excluded from models of vestibular 
hair cells, due to its low impact on the resting membrane potential and low activation at this potential 
(Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a, 2004; Neiman et al., 2011). As shown in Figure 2.3 (B), the fast-inactivating 
outward potassium current (IA) is completely inactivated negative to -60 mV, and becomes more active 
at more positive potentials, however, once activated, the current is quick to inactivate (see Figure 2.3, 
A), hence the name of the current (Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a; Masetto, Russo, & Prigioni, 1994). The 
inactivation of the current is dependent on both voltage and time (Housley, Noms, & Guth, 1989; 
Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a). 
The fast-inactivating outward potassium current (IA) is thought to be important in damping stimulus-
evoked depolarisation, as it is a hyperpolarising current which is mainly active at depolarised potentials 




2.3.6 - Mechano-Transduction Current (IMET) 
The mechano-transduction current (IMET) in vestibular hair cells is a very unconventional current. The 
extra-cellular fluid surrounding the cilia, upon which the mechano-transduction channels are situated, 
has a much higher potassium concentration than is normal for extra-cellular fluid (Bosher, & Warren, 
1968; Corey, & Hudspeth, 1979). This means the net flow of potassium around the resting membrane 
potential is into the cell, and thus depolarising. It should also be noted that mechano-transduction 
channels are non-selective, and a range of ions are able to pass through these channels (Corey, & 
Hudspeth, 1979). The reversal potential (EMET) of this current is 0 mV (Canella, R., Martini, & Rossi, 
2017; Neiman et al., 2011). 
Mechano-transduction channels in the vestibular system are held in a near-open state by a coiled pair 
of filaments known as tip links, which, as shown in Figure 2.4, connect the mechano-transduction 
channel on the tip of one stereocilium to the lateral face of the tallest neighbouring stereocilium (Kachar, 
Parakkal, Kurc, Zhao, & Gillespie, 2000; Pickles, Comis, & Osborne, 1984). This spring-like tension 
on the gate means that even the smallest movement can cause a shift from closed to open state. The 
sensitivity of these channels is such that they are opened and closed by movements caused by Brownian 
motion, or in other words, they are sensitive to thermal noise (Denk, & Webb, 1989). This means that 
opening of channels is not deterministic, rather probabilistic: at each deflection there is a certain 
likelihood that a channel will be open, as the gate continues to flip open and closed due to thermal noise 
(Denk, & Webb, 1989). This thermal noise sensitivity, along with the resting-state of the channel around 
Note. A: currents (above) triggered in response to input pulses 
(below). B: Peak current (before inactivation) at various 
membrane potentials. From “Kinetic analysis of voltage‐and 
ion‐dependent conductances in saccular hair cells of the bull‐
frog, Rana catesbeiana”, by A. J. Hudspeth and R. S. Lewis, 
1988, The Journal of physiology, 400(1), 237-274. 
Figure 2.3. 
Plots Characterising the Fast-Inactivating Outward 
Potassium Current (IA) 
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the region of highest dynamic range, increases the entropy, thus information-transmission capability of 
the hair cells (Hudspeth, Roberts, & Howard, 1989). 
The tip-links shown in Figure 2.4 also have a role in channel adaptation: the vertical location of the 
channel on the lateral face can be adjusted during stimuli, so that tension on the mechano-transduction 
channel is altered, bringing channels closer to their resting state during prolonged stimuli (Assad, & 
Corey, 1992; Howard, & Hudspeth, 1987). This adaptation allows the system to remain maximally 
sensitive to perturbations, so no information on 
head movement is missed. 
Due to the sensitivity of the mechano-transduction 
channels to thermal noise (Denk, & Webb, 1989), 
channels flip between the open and closed states at 
rest. The open-state probability of these channels 
in the resting state fluctuates around 0.114 
(Neiman et al., 2011). This means vestibular hair 
cells are able to respond to stimuli in either 
direction, as the open state probability of channels 
will increase in response to head accelerations in 
one direction, and decrease in response to head 
accelerations in the other direction, increasing or 
decreasing the mechano-transduction current 
(IMET). 
 
2.3.7 - Cation h-Current (Ih) 
Another key current in vestibular hair cells is the cation h-current (Ih). Like the inwardly rectifying 
potassium current (IK1), this current is inwardly rectifying, meaning that current flow is preferentially 
inward (Hibino et al., 2010; Holt, & Eatock, 1995). The cation h-current (Ih) is mediated by sodium and 
potassium ions and is present in all vestibular hair cells (Holt, & Eatock, 1995).  
The channels regulating this rectifying current begin to open below -50 mV, and are fully open below 
-130 mV (Holt, & Eatock, 1995; Neiman et al., 2011). The equilibrium potential of this current is widely 
agreed to be between -40 mV and -45 mV (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a, 2004; Holt, & Eatock, 1995; 
Neiman et al., 2011). The current has slow kinetics (slow to respond to changes in membrane potential), 
and is thus thought to be important in restoring the membrane potential after transduction causes 
depolarisation or hyperpolarisation of the cell (Holt, & Eatock, 1995). 
 
Note. adapted from “The micromachinery of 
mechanotransduction in hair cells”, by M. A. 
Vollrath, K. Y. Kwan, & D. P. Corey, 
2007. Annual Review of Neuroscience, 30, 
339-365. 
Figure 2.4. 
Diagram Showing Transduction Channel on 
the Tip of a Hair Cell Stereocilium, with Tip 
Link and Associated Cellular Machinery. 
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2.3.8 - Voltage-Activated Calcium Current (ICa) and Intracellular Calcium 
Potentially the most important of the discussed currents in the frog vestibular hair cell is the voltage-
dependent calcium current (ICa). Calcium, as a divalent cation (two positive charges), can catalyse many 
biological reactions. This means, when it enters the cell it does lots of different things depending on 
where, when, and how much is present (Carafoli, 1987). Intracellular calcium is necessary for activation 
of the calcium-activated potassium current (IBK) in vestibular hair cells. In pre-synaptic sites, such as 
those present in vestibular hair cells, calcium triggers vesicle release, permitting synaptic transmission 
(Adler, Augustine, Duffy, & Charlton, 1991; Schneggenburger, & Neher, 2000). 
The voltage-dependent calcium current (ICa) is active at membrane potentials positive to -70 mV, and 
is most active around -30 mV (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a; Neiman et al., 2011). The primary role of this 
current is to increase intra-cellular calcium, thus triggering transmitter release and other physiological 
processes. The voltage-dependent calcium current (ICa) is not thought to contribute to spontaneous 
oscillations in membrane potential (Catacuzzeno et al., 2004). 
Channels mediating the voltage-dependent calcium current (ICa) have two subtypes (Rodriguez‐
Contreras, & Yamoah, 2001). These subtypes include an L-type channel, and a non-L-type channel. 
The L-type channels are more highly expressed, become active at more depolarised potentials (about -
40 mV compared to about -60 mV), and tend to have both long and short openings, where non-L-type 
channels have only short openings (Rodriguez‐Contreras, & Yamoah, 2001). 
Upon entering cells, calcium can trigger important physiological functions, or it can be removed into 
storage, or soaked up by calcium buffers (Carafoli, 1987). Hudspeth and Lewis (1988a) model the 
change in intracellular calcium based on the assumption that low-affinity calcium buffers bind incoming 
calcium at a rate that leaves a constant proportion of total intracellular calcium free. This free calcium 
is of interest as it is this calcium which is able to trigger intracellular events. Other assumptions include 
that free calcium accumulates near the membrane, and that the rate at which calcium leaves this area 
near the membrane (deeper into the cell, into stores or extruded into the extra-cellular fluid) is 
proportional to the intracellular concentration of free calcium (Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a). 
 
2.4 - Simulating Hair Cells 
In an attempt to better understand vestibular hair cells, and the vestibular system as a whole, researchers 
build computational models of vestibular hair cells. These models vary in complexity, and the selection 
of currents modelled. Some also aim to capture reasons for variation between hair cells (Catacuzzeno 
et al., 2004; Holt, & Eatock, 1995). Below is a summary of key literature modelling vestibular hair cells 
in the frog. All of these studies model cells from the saccule of the animal, which is one of the otolith 
organs responsible for detection of linear acceleration within the vestibular system. 
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Hudspeth and Lewis (1988a) used pharmacological manipulations to isolate specific currents in saccular 
hair cells. The currents isolated were the fast-inactivating outward potassium current (IA), the calcium-
activated potassium current (IBK), and the voltage-dependent calcium current (ICa). Intracellular calcium 
concentration ([Ca]i) was also modelled. Some of the data collected on the fast-inactivating outward 
potassium current (IA) are presented in Figure 2.3, but this current was not modelled in this paper. 
The voltage-dependent calcium current (ICa) was modelled using a Hodgkin and Huxley style equation, 
assuming three independent activation gates required to open to allow current to flow. The equation 
follows: 
ICa = gCa ×mCa
3(V − ECa) 
Where gCa is the maximum conductance assuming all channels are open, and ECa is the equilibrium 
potential for calcium. These values were estimated to be 4.14 nS and 100 mV respectively, based on 
physiological recordings, however, the method used to dissociated the hair cells by Hudspeth and Lewis 
(1988a) has since been shown to alter the properties of this current (Armstrong, & Roberts, 1998). This 
means that these parameter values are no longer accepted, though the form of the equation remains in 
use (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a; Neiman et al., 2011). In the above equation, mCa denotes the activation 
probability of channel gates. The term is cubed to account for three independent gates per channel. The 
activation probability (mCa) is modelled as follows: 
dmCa
dt
= βmCa(1 − mCa) − αmCa 
Where mCa is the current open state probability (thus a number between one and zero), and α and β 
respectively model the opening and closing rates. These are modelled by exponential functions which 
are dependent on the membrane potential (see Hudspeth and Lewis (1988a)). 
Under the earlier described assumptions about intracellular calcium dynamics (that calcium is buffered 
at a rate that leaves a constant proportion of intracellular calcium free, that free calcium accumulates 
near the membrane, and that calcium leaves the zone near the membrane at a rate proportional to the 
concentration of free calcium (Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a)), all one needs to know to model the 
concentration of free calcium in the intracellular space is an initial calcium concentration, and the rate 
of calcium entry. The former can be estimated from literature describing resting calcium concentration 
(Roberts, 1994), and the latter is given by the above equations, modelling the voltage-dependent 
calcium current (ICa). Hudspeth and Lewis’ (1988a) equation modelling changes in intracellular calcium 









In the above equation, U is the constant fraction of intracellular calcium which remains free, estimated 
to be 0.02. z is the charge of a calcium ion, +2, and F is the Faraday constant. Cvol is the total cell 
volume, calculated assuming a cylindrical cell, and ξ is the small proportion of the cell’s volume (Cvol) 
adjacent to the membrane, in which calcium is assumed to accumulate, estimated to be 0.000034. Ks is 
the rate constant determining the rate at which calcium leaves the submembrane zone, estimated to be 
2800s-1 (Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a). 
Hudspeth and Lewis (1988a) also modelled the calcium-activated potassium current (IBK). This is 
dependant on calcium concentration, modelled as described above, as well as the membrane potential 
of the hair cell. The equation used to model this current was: 
IBK = gBK(O2 + O3)(V − EK) 
Where gBK is the maximum conductance of the membrane to this current, assuming all channels are 
open (estimated to be 16.8 nS), EK is the equilibrium potential for potassium (estimated to be -80 mV), 
and O2 and O3 refer to the probability that the channel is in each of the two open states, making O2+O3 
the open-state probability of the BK channels. As described earlier, these BK channels have three 
calcium binding sites and five possible states, which it can switch between as illustrated in the following 


















Where C and O denote closed and open states respectively, and the subscript numbers denote the 
number of calcium ions in that state, so O2 would be open with two calcium ions bound. Above and 
below the arrows are rate terms for transitioning between states. Of these, k-1, k-2, k-3, and βC are constant, 
and the remaining terms are each dependent on both the calcium concentration [Ca]i, modelled as 
above, and the membrane potential (V).  
The probability that a channel is in each state on a certain timestep is based on the probability it was in 
that state in the previous timestep, modulated by the probability that it has moved out of that state (based 
on the rate terms), as well as the probability that the cell was in a neighbouring state on the previous 
timestep, modulated by the probability that the cell has moved out of that state into the state of interest 
(again, based on the rate terms). For equations modelling the changing probabilities of each state, and 
parameter values, see Hudspeth and Lewis (1988a). 
Hudspeth and Lewis (1988a) did not separate the steady (IBKS) and transient (IBKT) calcium-activated 
potassium currents, thus there is no inactivation term, as is associated with the transient current (IBKT) 
in more modern literature (Catacuzzeno et al., 2004; Neiman et al., 2011). This has been shown to be 
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because the preparation used to dissociate the hair cells cleaves the inactivation gate, removing the 
transience of the current (Armstrong, & Roberts, 2001). 
Inwardly rectifying currents (IK1, Ih) in frog hair cells were first isolated and modelled by Holt and 
Eatock (1995). The inwardly rectifying potassium current (IK1) was modelled as follows:  
IK1 = gK1PO(V − EK) 
Here, gK1 is the maximum membrane conductance to this current, estimated to be 38 nS, and EK (the 
reversal potential for potassium) was estimated to be -78 mV (Holt, & Eatock, 1995). PO refers to the 
open-state probability of Kir channels, and is modelled as: 
PO = Pi + (P∞ − Pi) (1 − e
−t
τ ) 
Where P∞ is the equilibrium open state probability at the current membrane potential and is modelled 
as a sigmoid based on the membrane potential. Pi is the initial open state probability, before a recent 
change in membrane potential (note that if there has not been a recent change in membrane potential 
Pi=P∞, so P∞-Pi=0 and thus PO=Pi). t is the time since the change in membrane potential, thus PO can 
be calculated at any time following the change, without needing to step through in small timesteps (dt). 
τ is the voltage dependant time constant, calculated as described by Holt and Eatock (1995). τ is 
calculated differently based on whether the membrane potential (V) is above or below the equilibrium 
potential for potassium (EK), to account for the channel preferentially allowing inward flow of 
potassium ions. 
The second inwardly rectifying current studied by Holt and Eatock (1995) is the cation h-current (Ih), 
which is modelled as below: 
Ih = ghPO(V − Eh) 
The maximum conductance of the membrane (gh) to the current (Ih) was estimated to be 5 nS, and the 
equilibrium potential (Eh) was estimated to be -40 mV. Once again, PO describes the open-state 
probabilities of the channels, which are modelled assuming three independent gates, of which at least 
two need to be open to allow current to flow (Holt, & Eatock, 1995). The equation used to model PO is 
presented below: 
PO = 3p
2(1 − p) + p3 
Where p is the open-state probability of any one gate being open, and varies based on the membrane 
potential as described by Holt and Eatock (1995). 
To complete their model of currents in the vestibular hair cell of the frog and allow replication of 
phenomena relating to the membrane potential, Holt and Eatock (1995) also modelled the calcium-
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activated potassium current (IBK) and the voltage-dependent calcium current (ICa). They modelled these 
using the equations and parameters defined by Hudspeth and Lewis (1988a), which are described above, 
with the slight exception of the equilibrium potential for potassium (EK), for which Hudspeth and Lewis 
(1988a) used -80 mV, while Holt and Eatock (1995) used the value of -78 mV. Modelled cells did a 
reasonably good job of replicating the behaviour of recorded cells, as shown in Figure 2.5. 
Holt and Eatock (1995) observed that not all hair cells recorded expressed the inwardly rectifying 
potassium current (IK1), and that cells lacking this current tended to have more positive resting 
potentials, and a lower threshold for evoking electrical resonance (fluctuating membrane potential). 
These observations were replicated by models of cells in which the inwardly rectifying potassium 
current (IK1) was excluded, as shown in Figure 2.5. 
 
The modelling work described above (Holt, & Eatock, 1995; Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a) was good 
progress in the understanding of key currents and their roles in the vestibular hair cell of the frog. 
However, as both used a method of enzymatic dissociation which has been shown to distort properties 
of hair cells (Armstrong, & Roberts, 1998), parameter value estimates should be treated with caution. 
Note. A-C show real cells, D-F show simulated cells, lowest panel shows injected 
current pulse. From “Inwardly rectifying currents of saccular hair cells from the 
leopard frog” by J. R. Holt, and R. A. Eatock, 1995. Journal of 
Neurophysiology, 73(4), 1484-1502. 
 
Figure 2.5. 
Membrane Responses of Real and Simulated Hair Cells to Injected Current. 
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Later work by Armstrong and Roberts (2001) used semi-intact preparations alongside dissociated ones, 
and following this, Catacuzzeno and colleagues (2003a, 2004) modelled currents in the vestibular hair 
cells of frogs using recordings from cells dissociated using a different enzymatic approach (protease 
VIII), which has been shown to result in electrophysiological properties similar to those observed by 
Armstrong and Roberts (1998) in semi-intact preparations (Catacuzzeno, Fioretti, Perin, & Franciolini, 
2003b). 
The fast-inactivating outward potassium current (IA) was modelled by Catacuzzeno and colleagues 













In this formula, permeability of the membrane (PA) to the current is used instead of conductance (g), 
resulting in the different appearance of the equation. Permeability (PA) was estimated to be 1.08 × 10-
13 L/s. Other parameters used are the Faraday constant (F), the universal gas constant (R), temperature 
(T), at 295.15 K, membrane potential (V), internal and external potassium concentration ([K]in and [K]ex 
respectively), and Chopen, which is the term denoting the probability that channels are active. This model 
assumes three independent activation gates and two inactivation gates, only one of which can be 
inactivated at a time. These come together to determine the probability that the channel is active based 
on the equation:  
 
Chopen = mA
3(a1h1 + (1 − a1)h2) 
Where mA is the probability that any one of the three channels is open, and h1 and h2 relate to the open-
state probabilities of the inactivation gates, with a1 accounting for the non-independence of these gates. 
All of these parameters are dependent on the membrane potential (V), and the equations used to model 
them are presented by Catacuzzeno and colleagues (2003a). 
The delayed rectifier current (IDRK) was also modelled by Catacuzzeno and colleagues (2003a), 














Where PDRK is the permeability of the membrane to this current, and is estimated to be near 4.2 × 10-14 
– 2.4 × 10-13 L/s depending on the cell simulated, mDRK is the voltage-dependant probability that each 
independent activation gate is open, and all other parameters are as described above for the fast-
inactivating outward potassium current (IA). 
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Armstrong and Roberts (2001) investigated the calcium-activated potassium current (IBK), and observed 
two distinct components, mediated by separate channel populations. These components comprised one 
steady calcium-activated potassium current (IBKS), and one transient calcium-activated potassium 
current (IBKT). They concluded that the main factor differentiating the two currents was that the transient 
current (IBKT) underwent rapid, voltage-dependant inactivation, while the steady current (IBKS) did not. 
The relative expression of each current was shown to vary dramatically between hair cells, with between 
14 and 90 percent of total calcium-activated potassium current (IBK) being transient (IBKT). The currents 
were modelled separately by Catacuzzeno and colleagues (2004). The modified equations for the 
calcium-activated potassium current (IBK) are expressed in terms of permeability rather than 






















× (𝑂2 + 𝑂3)ℎ𝐵𝐾𝑇 
Where the permeabilities, PBKS and PBKT are estimated to be 2 × 10-13 and 1.4 × 10-14 respectively, though 
this would vary with differences in relative current expression (Armstrong, & Roberts, 2001). hBKT is 
the inverse inactivation probability, and is voltage dependant, and other parameters are as described 
previously. O2 and O3 modelling was identical to that carried out by Hudspeth and Lewis (1988a) and 
described above.  
The companion papers by Catacuzzeno and colleagues (2003a, 2004) also included models of the two 
inwardly rectifying currents described earlier (IK1, Ih) (Catacuzzeno et al., 2004), the voltage-dependent 
calcium current (ICa), and the leak current (IL) (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a).  
The cation h-current (Ih) was modelled similarly to that described above (Holt, & Eatock, 1995), but for 
parameter differences outlined in Table 2.1 below. The base equation for the voltage-dependent calcium 
current (ICa) was also the same as above (Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a), but with updated parameter values 
of equilibrium potential (ECa) estimated as -42.5 mV and conductance (gCa) estimated as 1.1 – 3.2 nS 
rather than the 4.14 nS and 100 mV estimated by Hudspeth and Lewis (1988a), though the dramatic 
difference in equilibrium potential (ECa) is to be expected as this was distorted for the original model 
by the dissociation method used (Armstrong, & Roberts, 1998). The equation for the activation 
probability of the independent gates (m) also differs between the models presented by Hudspeth and 
Lewis (1988a) and Catacuzzeno and colleagues (2003a). The inwardly rectifying potassium current 
(IK1) was modelled as below: 
𝐼𝐾1 = 𝑔𝐾1(𝑉 − 𝐸𝐾)(0.7𝑚𝐾1𝑓 + 0.3𝑚𝐾1𝑠) 
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Which is similar to that described above (Holt, & Eatock, 1995), but with a different open-state 
probability term. This equation splits channels into fast (mK1f) and slow (mK1s) subclasses, both of which 
are voltage-dependant, with the same equilibrium state at each voltage, but differing time constants. 
Catacuzzeno and colleagues (2004) predict 70 percent of channels to be fast, and the rest to be slow, as 
is apparent from the above equation. Parameter value differences are outlined in Table 2.1 below. 
The leak current (IL) was modelled by Catacuzzeno and colleagues (2003a, 2004) as: 
𝐼𝐿 = 𝑔𝐿(𝑉 − 𝐸𝐿) 
Where the conductance (gL) was estimated as 0.1 nS, and the equilibrium potential (EL) as 0 mV, 
assuming a non-selective current as was described by Holt and Eatock (1995). 
Neiman and colleagues (2011) created a model heavily based on values described by Catacuzzeno and 
colleagues (2003a, 2004), however, adding the mechano-transduction current (IMET), complete with 
Brownian motion of the hair cell model. The current was modelled using the following equation: 
𝐼𝑀𝐸𝑇 = 𝑔𝑀𝐸𝑇𝑃𝑜(𝑋)(𝑉 − 𝐸𝑀𝐸𝑇) 
Where the conductance (gMET) was modelled as 0.65 nS and the equilibrium potential (EMET) was 







Where z is the gating force of mechano-transduction channels, using the typical value of 0.7 pN, X0 is 
the deflection at which open state probability = 0.5, and the typical value of 12 nm was used. kB is 
Boltzmann’s constant, and T is temperature. The equation used to describe the stochastic dynamic of 
the bundle is given by Neiman and colleagues (2011). 
Regarding other currents, the inwardly rectifying potassium current (IK1), the cation h-current (Ih), the 
delayed rectifier current (IDRK), the voltage-dependent calcium current (ICa), and the leak current (IL) 
were all modelled as by Catacuzzeno and colleagues (2003a, 2004), but for parameter value differences 
as outlined in Table 2.1. The fast-inactivating outward potassium current (IA) was omitted from the 
model due to its negligible impact on the membrane potential (Neiman et al., 2011). 
The steady (IBKS) and transient (IBKT) calcium-activated potassium currents were modelled similarly to 
that presented by Catacuzzeno and colleagues (2003a, 2004), however a dimensionless parameter, b, 
used to multiply the equations, thus scaling the magnitude of these currents. This was used as a control 
parameter of the model, to allow replication of the behaviours of a wider range of hair cells. The state-
probabilities (O2+O3) were modelled almost identically to previous research but for one rate constant, 
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β, for which the value of 1000 s-1 used by Hudspeth and Lewis (1988a) and Catacuzzeno and colleagues 
(2004) was replaced with 2500 s-1 (Neiman et al., 2011). 
A recent paper (Canella et al, 2017), also modelled the saccular hair cell of the frog, though using quite 
a different approach to above. Canella and colleagues (2017) modelled only four currents, grouping 
inwardly rectifying potassium current (IK1), the delayed rectifier current (IDRK), the steady (IBKS) and 
transient (IBKT) calcium-activated potassium currents, and the voltage-dependent calcium current (ICa) 
under one current, which they termed the compound delayed K current (IKD). The other three currents 
modelled were, the fast-inactivating outward potassium current (IA), the leak current (IL), and the 
mechano-transduction current (IMET). It is not clear whether the cation h-current (Ih) was included in the 
compound delayed K current (IKD), or simply omitted. The model obtained high fidelity with recorded 
data, and equations are explained by Canella and colleagues (2017). 
 
Table 2.1. 
Parameter Values Provided by Referenced Studies when Modelling Saccular Hair Cells in the Frog 







et al. (2003a) 
Catacuzzeno 





EK (mV) -80 -78 -102 -95 -95 -96 
ECa (mV) 100 100 42.5 --- 42.5 40 
Eh (mV) --- -40 --- -45 -45 --- 
EL (mV) --- 0 0, -40 0 0 -68.9 
EMET (mV) --- 0 --- --- 0 0 
gK1 (nS) --- 38 3, 42 7.3 15, 20, 35 --- 
gCa (nS) 4.14 4.14 2, 1.1 3.2 1.2 --- 
gh (nS) --- 5 --- 1.5 2.2 --- 
gL (nS) --- --- 0.1 0.1 --- 0.77 
PDRK (L/s) --- --- 4.2×10-14, 
2.4×10-13 
6.4×10-14 2.4×10-14 --- 
PBKS (L/s) gBK= 16.8 nS --- --- 2×10-13 2×10-13 --- 
PBKT (L/s) --- --- --- 1.4×10-12 1.4×10-12 --- 
 
2.5 - Conclusions 
In using the Hodgkin-Huxely method to simulate the behaviour of cells, one can use values estimated 
via experimentation and combine these to produce a simulation which should behave like the biological 
cells from which the data was taken. Generally, because it is difficult to measure every aspect of a cell’s 
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membrane properties, some parameters (for example, the leak equilibrium potential (EL)) are left free, 
and can thus be tweaked so that the behaviour simulated cell more closely matches the recorded cell. If 
we were building perfect models with perfect data this tweaking would not be necessary, however, the 
tweaks necessary can provide valuable information on the model and where our understanding differs 
from the true system we are trying to model. 
There is a large amount of heterogeneity in the behaviour of vestibular hair cells, even in the frog which 
only has one distinct subtype of vestibular hair cell. This can be seen in the wide array of values 
calculated for parameters from experimental data (see Table 2.1), as well as differences in recorded data 
within individual studies and between studies. This heterogeneity makes it difficult to build a simulation 
of a vestibular hair cell which matches recorded data, without having specific access to supplementary 
data, such as isolated current recordings, from the cell simulated. Studies which use previously-
determined values for some parameters while performing experimentation to determine other 
parameters should proceed with caution, as the hair cells from which the original values came may have 
different properties to the cells upon which new experimentation is performed, leading to inaccurate 
hybrid models. 
Within the field, it is surprising how few models of vestibular hair cells have been published, and from 
among these, how even fewer are published with enough detail to allow for replication. Given models 
have been being published for more than 30 years (Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a), one would expect either 
a large amount of literature on the subject, or a well-respected consensus model, with known variations 
to account for heterogeneity. Neither of these things exist, and when building my own model (see 
Chapters Two and Three of this thesis) I was forced to draw from multiple sources, as no one source 
contained all the data and values required to reconstruct a model. 
To increase applicability, future models should aim to combine hair cell simulations with simulations 
of vestibular afferent and efferent neurons and the synaptic data-transfer between these cell-types. This 
would force models to be more precise, as small errors in one element of the model could snowball into 
significant deviations from biology in the downstream components. It would also mean that more 
conclusions about sensory inference could be drawn from the models. The field would also benefit from 
researchers publishing the code behind their models (as done in Chapter Three of this thesis), so that 
other researchers can easily replicate work, and assess it for quality. 
This chapter aims to give the reader an understanding of the methods applied in computational 
neuroscience, and more specifically, simulation of transduction cells. It also aims to give the reader an 
appreciation of the value of these techniques to the wider field, and provide an overview of existing 
literature. Future chapters detail my own model of a saccular hair cell from the frog, which, in the 
absence of my own experimental data, was built using values, equations, and techniques from the papers 





A Model of a Saccular Hair Cell in the Frog 
 
J. A. Jefferson 
 
3.1 - Introduction 
A number of researchers have used the ion channel modelling framework introduced by Hodgkin and 
Huxley (1952) to model transduction mechanisms in vestibular hair cells (Canella et al., 2017; 
Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a, 2004; Holt, & Eatock, 1995; Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a; Neiman et al., 
2011). This prior work is reviewed in Chapter One of this thesis. This chapter introduces a new model 
of a saccular hair cell, derived from these models. 
Vestibular hair cells are extremely sensitive transduction cells in the vestibular system, which are 
responsive to mechanical stimuli. Saccular hair cells are a subset of these. The sensitivity of the 
mechano-transduction channels of these cells is such that, not only do they open and close randomly 
due to thermal noise (Denk, & Webb, 1989), but the Brownian motion of the hair bundle on which they 
are located is sufficient to alter their open state probability (Denk, Webb, & Hudspeth, 1989). 
The model discussed in this chapter and the following was heavily inspired by the model published by 
Neiman and colleagues (2011), and built using parameter values derived from those gleaned from 
various previous studies. It is a Hodgkin-Huxley style model, targeted at simulating membrane 
properties and intracellular calcium based on the behaviour of membrane channels and thus the varying 
currents across the membrane. It includes the impact of Brownian motion on the mechano-transduction 
current, and thus, on the membrane potential and calcium dynamics. This chapter will contain little 
detail surrounding the inner workings of the model, as this is explained and explored in Chapter Three 
of this thesis. 
The behaviour of the model cell was compared with published data. This allows comparison of state-
of-the-art understanding of researchers with biology, and can identify shortcomings in understanding 
and methods to guide future research and the production of better models. 
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3.2 - Methods 
3.2.1 - Model Base 
The model includes nine ion currents: the inwardly rectifying potassium current (IK1), the cation h-
current (Ih), the steady (IBKS) and transient (IBKT) calcium-activated potassium currents, the delayed 
rectifier current (IDRK), the fast-inactivating outward potassium current (IA), the voltage-dependent 
calcium current (ICa), the leak current (IL), and the mechano-transduction current (IMET), making for a 
total of nine currents simulated. Equations specifying each current in terms of membrane potential and 
ion concentrations are given in Chapter Three of this thesis. These currents were combined to construct 




= −𝐼𝐾1 − 𝐼ℎ − 𝐼𝐵𝐾𝑆 − 𝐼𝐵𝐾𝑇 − 𝐼𝐷𝑅𝐾 − 𝐼𝐴 − 𝐼𝐶𝑎 − 𝐼𝐿 − 𝐼𝑀𝐸𝑇 
Where Cm is the capacitance of the cell membrane, dV is the change in membrane potential (V) over an 
infinitesimal time interval (dt). The differential equation was solved by the Euler-Maruyama method 
(Mao, 2007), to allow for the stochasticity introduced by Brownian motion of the cilia to which the 
mechano-transduction channels regulating IMET are sensitive (Denk, & Webb, 1989). 
 
3.2.2 - Parameter Search 
The initial form of the model, with parameters largely taken from Neiman and colleagues (2011), had 
a resting membrane potential (RMP) negative to -70 mV, while recorded data has indicated the average 
resting membrane potential of these cells to be -68 mV (Armstrong, & Roberts, 1998; Holt, & Eatock, 
1995). This, combined with the wide range of parameter-value variation between modelling papers (see 
Table 2.1 in Chapter One of this thesis) prompted exploration of the impact of various parameter values 
on the RMP. 
Each trial of the investigation comprised randomly selecting a value from within reasonable ranges for 
each of the ten investigated parameters, and running the model without input until 2 seconds had been 
simulated, allowing the membrane potential to settle to its RMP. Three thousand trials were simulated, 
each with random and different values. After each trial, the values of each investigated parameter and 
the final RMP after 2 seconds were recorded for analysis. These simulations were carried out without 
accounting for Brownian motion of the cilia, as, due to the random nature of Brownian motion, the 
value collected without Brownian motion would be equivalent to the mean average value which would 
be collected with Brownian motion approaching infinite trials. 
The parameters explored were the initial value for the membrane potential (V0), the equilibrium 
potentials for potassium (EK), calcium (ECa) the cation h-current (Eh) and the leak current (EL), the 
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maximum membrane conductance values for the inwardly rectifying potassium current (gK1),  the 
voltage-gated calcium current (gCa), the cation h-current (gh) and the leak current (gL), and finally a 
scaling parameter (b) introduced by Neiman and colleagues (2011) to control the strength of IBKS and 
IBKT. Reasonable ranges for the parameters were decided based on the extremes observed in the 
literature. These are presented in Table 3.1 and justified below.  
Table 3.1. 






V0 -50.0 -70.0 mV 
EK -75.0 -100.0 mV 
ECa 39.0 43.0 mV 
Eh -38.0 -48.0 mV 
EL 0.0 -50.0 mV 
gK1 0.0 40.0 nS 
gCa 1.0 3.2 nS 
gh 1.0 6.0 nS 
gL 0.1 0.3 nS 
b 0.1 1.0 --- 
 
V0 was explored in a large part because certain parameter estimates had been observed to cause the 
model to be unstable, meaning that the RMP would change depending on where the membrane potential 
was initiated. Analysing whether V0 has an influence on the RMP allows the present model to be tested 
for instability, with the assumption that if the model is stable, V0 will not be related to the RMP. The 
range of -50 to -70 mV was chosen as within these values are sensible, physiological values for the 
membrane potential (Armstrong, & Roberts, 1998; Holt, & Eatock, 1995). 
The equilibrium values explored were all except that of the mechano-transduction channels (EMET), 
which is widely agreed to be 0 mV, representing a non-selective current (Canella et al., 2017; Corey, & 
Hudspeth, 1979; Holt, & Eatock, 1995; Neiman et al., 2011). The more positive bound of EK was chosen 
to be -75 mV, as this is close to the value of -78 mV reported by Holt and Eatock (1995), and the more 
negative bound was chosen to be -100 mV due to proximity to a range of values reported in the literature, 
such as -95 mV (Catacuzzeno et al., 2004; Neiman et al., 2011), -96 mV (Canella et al., 2017), and -
102 mV (Catacuzzeno, et al., 2003a). 
ECa is explored within a narrow range (39 mV to 43 mV) as the values reported in the literature are quite 
consistent, ranging from 40 mV (Canella et al., 2017) to 42.5 mV (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a; Neiman 
et al., 2011). A value of 100 mV has also been used (Holt, & Eatock, 1995; Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a), 
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but this was disregarded for this exploration as the value is shown to be skewed by the dissociation 
method used in these older experiments (Armstrong, & Roberts, 1998). Reported values of Eh vary 
between -40 mV (Holt, & Eatock, 1995) and -45 mV (Catacuzzeno et al., 2004; Neiman et al., 2011), 
resulting in the selection of the slightly broader range (-38 mV to -48 mV) for exploration here. 
EL is most often simulated as 0 mV, assuming a non-selective conductance (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a; 
Catacuzzeno et al., 2004; Holt, & Eatock, 1995; Neiman et al., 2011). However, given the variety of 
processes, with varying degrees of control and selectivity, which contribute to this current, it is possible 
that this assumption is not entirely accurate. This uncertainty is reflected in models which use more 
negative values, such as -40 mV (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a) and -30 mV (Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988b). 
Canella and colleagues (2017) went as far as to set this value to -68.9 mV, near the RMP, though this 
was likely related to their decision to simplify their model by omitting and combining currents, some 
of which are heavily involved in determining the RMP. Based on the above, it seems some uncertainty 
is appropriate, but -68.9 mV is quite extreme for a comprehensive model, thus the range of 0 mV to -
50 mV was used for the exploration of EL. 
gK1 was used as a control parameter by Neiman and colleagues (2011), taking values from 15 nS to 40 
nS. Values observed in other models include 3 nS (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a), 7.3 nS (Catacuzzeno et 
al., 2004), 38 nS (Holt, & Eatock, 1995), and 42 nS (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a). IK1 has also been shown 
to be absent in some cells (Holt, & Eatock, 1995), which would correspond to a gK1 of 0 nS. This wide 
range of potential values is reflected in the range explored: 0 nS to 40 nS. gCa has been known to take 
values of 1.1 nS (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a) to 3.2 nS (Catacuzzeno et al., 2004) and even 4.14 nS (Holt, 
& Eatock, 1995; Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a). However, the value of 4.14 nS was likely due to the 
method of dissociation used by these older studies (Armstrong, & Roberts, 1998), and values higher 
than 3.2 nS sometimes produced instability in the model, as described above. In this case, the instability 
was simply in the form of unusually positive RMPs (6 mV to 30 mV). Thus, the range of 1 nS to 3.2 nS 
was explored here. 
Values for gh in previous models range from 1.5 nS (Catacuzzeno et al., 2004) to 5 ns (Holt, & Eatock, 
1995), which is similar to the range of 1 nS to 6 nS explored here. gL is often modelled as 0.1 nS 
(Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a, 2004), however has been seen to be modelled as high as 0.77 nS (Canella 
et al., 2017). However, this was the study which combined currents, making a higher conductance 
intuitive, and when this model was run with a gL greater than 0.35 nS, this resulted in instabilities, with 
V0-dependant RMPs, unphysiologically high RMPs of ~-20 mV, and sometimes membrane potentials 
which never stabilised, rapidly approaching infinity. For this reason, values explored for gL were 
constrained to the range of 0.1 nS to 0.3 nS. 
b is a dimensionless scaling parameter added to the model by Neiman and colleagues (2011) to act as a 
control parameter in their model. Here, it took values ranging from 0.01 to 0.5. Its exclusion from 
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previous models (Catacuzzeno et al., 2004) is the same as including b with a value of 1, hence the 
explored range of 0.1 to 1. 
 
3.2.3 - Brownian Motion 
Brownian motion of the hair cell bundle was modelled using the following stochastic differential 
equation (Karatzas, & Shreve, 1998): 
x𝑡 = a × xt−1 + σ × ut × √Δt 
With xt being displacement of the hair cell due to Brownian motion at time t, and a and σ both being 
scaling factors, with a controlling how much the Brownian motion of the previous timestep (xt-1) 
influences the current timestep, and σ controlling how much “randomness” influences Brownian motion 
of the current timestep. ut is the random component of this equation. It is a noise term picked from a 
normal distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. The exact standard deviation 
is not important (before calculating σ), because the noise is scaled by σ. It is also scaled by the timestep, 
Δt, as how far the bundle has moved is dependent on the time simulated. 
Thus, the noise at each timestep is dependent on previous timesteps (a × xt-1) and a random component 
(σ × ut × √(Δt)). The influence of the previous timestep in implementation of Brownian motion is 
important as, on the microsecond timescale for which this simulation is run, movement of particles is 
not wholly random. If they are moving in one direction, they are more likely to continue in that direction 
than suddenly reverse, due to drag forces. 
The scaling factors a and σ were chosen so that simulated hair-cell Brownian motion would match that 
observed by Denk, Webb, and Hudspeth (1989).  





Here, the only factor we can influence is the time constant, τ, which is set to a mid-range, sensible value 
of 2 ms. The exponential decay ensures that larger timesteps have reduced influence. For this 
simulation, where Δt = 0.01 ms, a = e-0.005 ≈ 0.995, though the above expression is utilised in the code 
for higher accuracy and correct scaling with any changes in timestep (Δt). 
The second scaling factor, σ is given by the following equation: 
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Note the dependence of σ on a, a positive relationship in which larger a will lead to larger σ. The only 
parameter we can change here is Q, which is thermal noise power. Q was chosen so that the square-root 
of the mean-squared displacement (displacement irrelevant of direction), would be approximately 3.4 
nm, matching that observed by Denk, Webb, and Hudspeth (1989). Thus, a sensible Q was calculated 
to be 1 s-2. From this equation, σ ≈ 0.032 s-1/2. The whole “scaling factor” for the random component (σ 
× √Δt) is approximately 1×10-4, thus in this model the previous timestep has much more influence over 
the current timestep than random noise does (recall a ≈ 0.995). This is to be expected with such a small 
timestep (10 μs), as the displacement per timestep is more dependent on drag forces than random 
motion. 
 
3.3 - Results 
3.3.1 - Parameter Search 
As shown in Figure 3.1, running the model with randomly generated parameter values most often 
returned a RMP of -70 mV to -80 mV (2761 trials, 92.03%), with a mean value of -74.76 mV and a 
standard deviation of 1.57 mV. Of the 3000 trials, 46 had a RMP more positive than -70 mV (1.53%) 
and 193 had a RMP more negative than -80 mV (6.43%). Only five trials resulted in a RMP more 
negative than -90 mV (0.17%). 
To determine the influence of each parameter on the RMP, Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient was 
calculated for each of these relationships, and from this a p-value was calculated to assess the 
significance of the relationship, with a significance value of p<0.05. These results are presented in 
Table 3.2. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 present scatter plots visualising these relationships. Based on these 
Figure 3.1. 
Distribution of Resting Membrane Potential 
with Random Parameter Allocation. 
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results, decisions were made around which parameter values to use for further simulation, with the goal 
of an RMP close to -68 mV while maximising fidelity to relevant literature. Chosen values are presented 













As predicted, V0 did not have an influence on the RMP (r(2998) = -.03, p = .155), implying that the 
model is stable over the parameter values tested. Of the other parameters explored, only ECa was not 
correlated with the RMP (r(2998) = -.03, p = .063). This is likely due, at least in part, to the extremely 
small range (-39 mV to -43 mV) explored for this parameter. Interestingly, gCa showed the weakest of 
Table 3.2. 
Relationship of Explored Parameters with RMP 
Parameter Correlation (r) Significance (p) 
V0 -0.0267 .1545 
EK 0.3568 < .00001 
ECa -0.0348 .0626 
Eh 0.0828 < .00001 
EL 0.1778 < .00001 
gK1 -0.3644 < .00001 
gCa -0.1023 < .00001 
gh 0.6691 < .00001 
gL 0.1760 < .00001 
b -0.1180 < .00001 
Note. Correlation was calculated as Pearson’s Correlation 
Coefficient. 
Figure 3.2. 
Scatterplot showing Initial Membrane Potential 
(V0) against Resting Membrane Potential for 
each of Three Thousand Trials. 
Note. RMP and initial membrane potential were 
not found to be correlated, r(2998) = -.03, p = .155 
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the significant correlations (r(2998) = -.10, p < .001), in spite of being explored over a wide range (1 
nS to 3.2 nS) compared to gL (0.1 nS to 0.3 nS), which showed a stronger correlation (r(2998) = .16, p < 
.001). Based on the apparent low contribution of ECa to the RMP, and the importance of calcium to 
intracellular functions, the most heavily cited value of 42.5 mV (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a; Neiman et 
al., 2011) was chosen as the ECa for further simulations. The contribution of higher values of gCa to a 
more positive RMP lead to the decision to use the highest relevant value from the literature: 3.2 nS 
(Catacuzzeno et al., 2004). 
The parameters relating to potassium currents (EK, gK1 and b) were all significantly correlated with the 
RMP (r(2998) = .36, p < .001, r(2998) = -.36, p < .001, and r(2998) = -.12, p < .001 respectively). 
Values for these were chosen to minimise the impact of potassium on the RMP, while remaining 
consistent with literature. EK was set to -95 mV, the most positive value reported in recent literature 
Figure 3.3. 
Scatterplots Showing the Relationships of Nine Different Parameters with Resting Membrane 
Potential for each of Three Thousand Trials. 
Note. The following describes the relationship of each parameter with the RMP, as shown in 
the relevant subplots: A. EK was strongly correlated, r(2998) = .36, p < .001. B. ECa was not 
correlated, r(2998) = -.03, p = .063. C. Eh was strongly correlated, r(2998) = .083, p < .001. 
D. EL was strongly correlated, r(2998) = .18, p < .001. E. gK1 was strongly correlated, r(2998) 
= -.36, p < .001. F. gCa was strongly correlated, r(2998) = -.10, p < .001. G. gh was strongly 
correlated, r(2998) = .67, p < .001. H. gL was strongly correlated, r(2998) = .18, p < .001. I. b 
was strongly correlated, r(2998) = -.12, p < .001. 
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(Catacuzzeno et al., 2004; Neiman et al., 2011), gK1 was set to 8 nS, a low value relative to the range 
tested (0 nS to 40 nS), but consistent with the value of 7.3 nS used in the first paper to report IK1 (Holt, 
& Eatock, 1995), and within the range of 3 nS to 42 nS used in more modern literature (Catacuzzeno et 
al., 2003a). b was set to 0.2, which is low in the range tested (0.1 to 1), but moderate compared to the 
range of 0.01 to 0.5 used by Neiman and colleagues (2011). 
Eh and gh were both significantly correlated with the RMP (r(2998) = .08, p < .001, and r(2998) = 
.67, p < .001 respectively), with gh having the strongest correlation of any parameter, as is evident to 
the eye in Figure 3.3, and when looking at the analyses presented in Table 3.2. The strong relationship 
of gh with the RMP influenced the selection of 5 nS for future simulations, as is reported in early 
literature (Holt, & Eatock, 1995). Eh was simulated as -40 mV, the most positive value in the literature 
(Holt, & Eatock, 1995). 
For EL, which showed a positive correlation with the RMP (r(2998) = .18, p < .001), 0 mV is both the 
most prevalent value in the literature (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a; Catacuzzeno et al., 2004; Holt, & 
Eatock, 1995; Neiman et al., 2011), and the value associated with more positive RMPs, making it an 
obvious choice for future simulation. gL was chosen to be 0.2 nS, high relative to the 0.1 nS most 
commonly reported (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a, 2004), but moderate within the explored range (0.1 nS 
to 0.3 nS) given the strong positive correlation with the RMP (r(2998) = .16, p < .001). 
Table 3.3. 
Parameters Used in Further Simulations 
Parameter Value Units 
V0 --- mV 
EK -95 mV 
ECa 42.5 mV 
Eh -40 mV 
EL 0 mV 
gK1 8 nS 
gCa 3.2 nS 
gh 5 nS 
gL 0.2 nS 
b 0.2 --- 
Note. The above parameters were the parameters 
used in simulations in the remainder of this thesis, 





V0 was irrelevant for future simulations, as simulations were carried out after a burn-in period (2 s), 
allowing parameters (including the membrane potential) to reach equilibrium values. 
The RMP yielded by the parameter values presented in Table 3.3 (without accounting for Brownian 
motion of the cilia) is -70.67 mV, which is close to the average value of -68 mV from recorded 
preparations (Armstrong, & Roberts, 1998; Holt, & Eatock, 1995) and well within the ranges of -57 
mV to -90 mV reported by Armstrong and Roberts (1998) when recording from semi-intact 
preparations. 
 
3.3.2 - Model Behaviour 
The behaviour of the model, using parameters from Table 3.3, after a 2 s burn-in and with no external 
stimulation, is shown in Figure 3.4. 
 
 
Note that in the absence of external stimuli, membrane potential (Figure 3.4, A) and submembrane 
calcium concentration (Figure 3.4, C) are proportional to Brownian motion of the hair cell bundle 
(Figure 3.4, B). This variation is mediated by the mechano-transduction current (IMET), which is the only 
Figure 3.4. 
Plots Showing Simulated Membrane Potential (A), Brownian Deflection (B), Calcium 
Concentration (C) and Current Amplitudes (D) of a Frog Saccular Hair Cell at Rest. 
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current which is directly sensitive to the Brownian motion of the hair cell bundle. The high variation of 
IMET compared to other currents can be seen in Figure 3.4, D. 
Figure 3.5 shows recorded responses of hair cells to injected current (Holt, & Eatock, 1995). It should 
be noted that the method of dissociation for these recorded cells has been shown to alter membrane 
properties, however not beyond recognition (Armstrong, & Roberts, 1998). Figure 3.6 (A-C) shows the 
responses of the model hair cell membrane potential to the same stimuli. The recorded and modelled 
responses show reasonable levels of similarity, especially considering the heterogeneity amongst 
vestibular hair cells, and the fact that the model presented in this chapter was not designed specifically 
to simulate the properties of either of the exact cells presented in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.6 (D-F) shows 
the contribution of all simulated currents to the membrane potential during each response.  
Notable current contributions include the consistently increased amplitude of Ih during a 
hyperpolarising stimulus (Figure 3.6, D), and the contribution of the potassium currents IBKT, IBKS and 




Recorded Responses of two Hair Cells to Current Pulses of -60 pA (A), 40 pA 
(B) and 100 pA (C). 
Note. Adapted from “Inwardly rectifying currents of saccular hair cells from the leopard 

























































































































A more recently recorded response to a current injection is presented in Figure 3.7, showing response 
of a hair cell to a 40 ms current injection of 100 pA (Catacuzzeno et al., 2003a). Presented alongside is 
the response of the model hair cell to the same stimulus, displaying membrane potential (Figure 3.8, A) 
and current amplitudes (Figure 3.8, B). The shape of the recorded (Figure 3.7) and simulated (Figure 
3.8) responses are similar, however the amplitude of the recorded response is much higher (peak at 
approximately -20 mV) than that of the simulated (peak at approximately -58 mV). 
 
3.4 - Discussion 
The range of RMPs generated by the parameter search (see Figure 3.1) did not match the range of RMPs 
recorded from hair cells, with recorded values being -90 mV – -57 mV (Armstrong, & Roberts, 1998), 
and simulated values being -91.1 mV – -67.7 mV. This shows that the parameter search did not explore 
all of the true variation within frog saccular hair cells – the parameter space searched was either 
incomplete or inaccurate.  
Figure 3.7. 
Recorded Response of a Hair 
Cell to an Injected Current 
Pulse of 100 pA. 
Note. Adapted from “Voltage-
gated outward K currents in frog 
saccular hair cells” by L. 
Catacuzzeno, B. Fioretti, & F. 




Simulated Membrane Potential (A) and Current 
Amplitudes (B) of Modelled Hair Cell in Response 




The generated RMPs were heavily concentrated within the range of recorded RMPs, with only five 
trials out of 3000 (0.17%) falling outside this range (negative to -90 mV). This supports the parameter 
space explored being incomplete rather than incorrect, with areas of the parameter space which would 
lead to more positive membrane potentials (in the range of -67.6 mV to -57 mV) left unexplored. 
Targeted experimental work in cells with more positive RMPs should be able to elucidate what is 
missing. Of course, the possibility that the parameter space searched was incorrect, and the similarities 
found due to other factors remains, though the biologically-distributed results generated mainly using 
recorded data from previous literature seems to imply that models are on the right track. 
The parameters with the highest correlation with RMP within the parameter space searched were gh 
(r(2998) = .67, p < .001), gK1 (r(2998) = -.36, p < .001), and EK (r(2998) = .36, p < .001). EK and gK1 
are used to determine the amplitude of IK1, which was described by Holt and Eatock (1995) to have a 
significant impact on the RMP. That the values of these parameters should have a strong relationship 
with this RMP is, therefore, to be expected. The observation that gh should have the strongest correlation 
with the RMP is more surprising, and may be partially accounted for by the large range explored (1 nS 
to 6 nS), though this is much smaller than the range explored for gK1 (0 nS to 40 nS). Ih, to which gh 
contributes, is known for slow activation kinetics which can be activated by hyperpolarising stimuli 
(Holt, & Eatock, 1995). It is possible that the generally more negative (or hyperpolarised) RMPs 
generated by the parameter search increase the activation and therefore impact of this current, thus of 
gh.   
The parameters explored which were not correlated with the RMP were V0 (r(2998) = -.03, p = .155) 
and ECa (r(2998) = -.03, p = .063). Vo, simply being the membrane potential at which the model is 
initialised, should not be correlated with the RMP, as it should have no impact on the kinetics of the 
simulated cell after the burn-in period. As mentioned in the results section, the lack of corelation of ECa 
with the RMP was likely influenced by the small parameter range explored (-39 mV to -43 mV). 
The impact of Brownian motion of the stereocilia on IMET and therefore the membrane potential is only 
graphically visible when no other perturbation is occurring, constraining the y-axis to a smaller range 
of values and thus allowing visualisation of the miniscule fluctuations, as shown in Figure 3.4. 
Sensitivity to these fluctuations costs hair cells a large amount of machinery (Vollrath, Kwan, & Corey, 
2007), and therefore energy, and would have thus been selected against were they not of use to the 
organism (Niven, & Laughlin, 2008). Contributions of this Brownian motion, as well as further analysis 
involving calcium dynamics (also shown in Figure 3.4) will be further explored in Chapter Four of this 
thesis. 
Responses of the model (see Figures 3.6 and 3.8) compared with recorded data from previous literature 
(see Figures 3.5 and 3.7) showed reasonable degrees of similarity. Surprisingly, similarity between the 
model and recordings by Holt and Eatock (1995) were stronger than those between the model and 
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recordings by Catacuzzeno and colleagues (2003a), even though the model was more similar to those 
published by Catacuzzeno and colleagues (2003a, 2004). The model was often quick to stabilise 
compared to recorded data, which could be due to the high conductance (gh) of Ih, which is thought to 
be involved in restoring the RMP (Holt, & Eatock, 1995).  
Visually (see Figures 3.6 and 3.8), there appears to be a strong negative correlation between ICa and the 
calcium-activated potassium currents (IBKS, IBKT). While part of this is explained by the voltage-
dependence of both currents, it is important to recall that IBKS and IBKT are calcium-activated, thus when 
there is more calcium entering the cell (greater ICa amplitude), IBKS and IBKT will be more active. 
It would be surprising if the model perfectly replicated the response of any single hair cell, as, in the 
absence of recorded data, parameters were selected from within biological ranges, not from a specific 
cell, and were influenced by data recorded from a lot of different hair cells. There is a high level of 
heterogeneity in the membrane behaviour of frog saccular hair cells. Thus, the response simulated here, 
while it does not closely match most of the recorded responses presented, could theoretically be a match 
for the recorded behaviour of a different hair cell. The simulated responses could also comprise some 
sort of averaged response amongst a sub-population of hair cells, or, as always, the possibility remains 
that the model is simply inaccurate. In any case, in using values from a variety of studies and thus a 
variety of hair cells, the presented model is a hybrid model, as cautioned against in Chapter One of this 
thesis. 
This model, when combined with the code and explanations to be presented in Chapter Three of this 
thesis, adds to the literature a comprehensive model of a vestibular hair cell, explained in enough detail 
to be replicated, and combining components from various previous models. This model also provides a 
base from which other analyses can be carried out, such calcium dynamics and the relationship with 
afferent firing behaviour, to be explored in Chapter Four of this thesis.  
Alongside the building of this model, an interactive version was made, allowing researchers to adjust 
parameter values to fit recorded data or test hypotheses, and visualise the impact of these parameter 
changes on membrane dynamics, in the form of membrane potential and currents. This interactive 
model is presented as an Appendix, along with the link to access the relevant code, which is publicly 
available on GitHub. 
 
Chapter Three
Breakdown of Saccular Hair Cell Model
J. A. Jefferson
This chapter was created using a Jupyter notebook: an interactive document format which
allows functional code to be integrated with text. All of the plots in this chapter were generated
solely by code preceeding them. This allows for easy replication, and removes the opportunity for
programmers to hide kluges. The nature of this document means that formatting guidelines are
not strictly followed, especially concerning plots, which have limited formatting options.
Julia code (blocks preceeded by In[]) is presented alongside the figures generated by said code.
When reading code, phrases immediately following a hash are comments inserted to help the
reader understand what the code is doing.
4.1 - Introduction
This chapter analyses individual currents comprising the hair cell model described in Chapter




= −IK1 − IA − IDRK − ICa − IBKS − IBKT − Ih − IL − IMET
Barring IA, all currents are modelled using equations in the same form as Neiman and col-
leagues (2011), with parameter values differing only as described in Chapter Two of this thesis. IA
is modelled as by Catacuzzeno and colleagues (2003a), including parameter values.
The currents are summarised in Figure 4.1 below.
Figure 4.1.
Diagram Showing Inward and Outward Currents of a Model Hair Cell.
Note. Adapted from "Spontaneous voltage oscillations and response dynamics of a Hodgkin-
Huxley type model of sensory hair cells" by A. B. Neiman, K. Dierkes, B. Lindner, L. Han, & A. L.
Shilnikov, 2011. The Journal of Mathematical Neuroscience, 1(1), 11.
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The following details the calculation and properties of each current.
In [1]: using Unitful # a package which lets me attach units to numbers so that Julia can make sure my dimensions are
consistent.
using Plots # a package which helps Julia turn my code into plots.
fpath="C:/Users/josep/OneDrive/Desktop/Fig_Backup/" #declare a filepath to which to
save figures generated by the code
;
4.2 - IK1
IK1 is an inwardly rectifying (though outward flowing) K+ current, activated by hyperpolarisa-
tion. It is calculated by the following equation:
IK1 = gK1(V − EK)(0.7mK1 f (V) + 0.3mK1s(V))
Where gK1 is the maximum conductance (8 nS), EK is the K+ equilibrium potential (-95 mV),
V is the membrane potential of the cell in mV, which varies over time, and mK1 f /s are open-state
probabilities of channels, which vary depending on the membrane potential.
The first plot generated assumes that channels are always in their equilibrium state (mK1 f =
mK1s = mK1∞). This is not biologically realistic, as channels take time to reach their equilibrium
state after a change in voltage. However, the goal of the plot is not to show the actual behaviour of
the current, rather to show the equilibrium behaviour of the current at each membrane potential.
In other words, the below plot removes the time-dependant component.
In [2]: # Declare parameter values
g_K1=20.0u"nS"
E_K=-95.0u"mV"
# Decide what membrane potential range to explore
min_V = -175u"mV"
max_V = 40u"mV"
V=min_V:1.0u"mV":max_V # Make an array of membrane potentials within exploration range
IK1=Array{typeof(1.0u"nA")}(undef, length(V)) # Make an empty array to store current
amplitudes
mk1_inf=zeros(length(V)) # Make an array of zeros to store equilibrium open-state
probabilities
# Make a loop to calculate equilibrium open-state probability and current amplitude at
each membrane potential
for i in 1:length(V)
mk1_inf[i]=(1+exp((V[i] + 110u"mV")/11u"mV"))^-1 # equilibrium open-state
probability
IK1[i] = g_K1*(V[i]-E_K)*mk1_inf[i] #updated current
end
# Display a plot of the current against membrane potential
plt=plot(ustrip.(V[1:176]),ustrip.(IK1[1:176]), ylabel="current (nA)",
xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Equilibrium Amplitude against Membrane Potentials",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"1"))
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# Store current values from membrane potentials of -100 mV to 40 mV for later comparison
IK1_comp=IK1[76:length(IK1)]
;
mK1 f and mK1s are open state probabilities of fast (f) and slow (s) activating gates. They have the
same voltage-sensitivity, but with different time constants. Thus, they share the same equilibrium
at a given membrane potential, but they reach this equilibrium at different rates. This equilibrium
value is determined as follows:
mK1∞ = (1 + e
V+110mV
11mV )−1
Below is a representation of how mK1∞ varies with membrane potential.
In [3]: plt=plot(ustrip.(V[1:176]),mk1_inf[1:176], ylabel="equilibirum open-state probability",xlabel="membrane
potential (mV)",




Note that the above plot shows a sinusoid, as is typical for the relationship of open-state of
channels with the stimulus to which that channel is sensitive.
The two time constants (for mK1s and mK1s) are:
τK1 f = 0.7ms × e
−(V+120mV)
43.8mV + 0.04ms
τK1s = 14.1ms × e
−(V+120mV)
28mV + 0.04ms




(mK1∞ − mK1 f ,s)
τK1 f ,s
When looking at the equation for IK1 (below), we can see that the expected channel composi-
tion on hair cells is 70% fast channels and 30% slow channels.
IK1 = gK1(V − EK)(0.7mK1 f (V) + 0.3mK1s(V))
In the below plot I show mK1 f and mK1s separately, as they respond to a step change in mem-
brane potential, to demonstrate the different dynamics of mK1 f (fast) and mK1s (slow).
In [4]: # Set up time limits, timestep, and time arrays
max_T=2e-3u"s" # 2 ms simulated
dt=1e-5u"s" # 0.01 ms timestep
T=0.0u"s":dt:max_T # time array
change=Int(round(length(T)/5)) # timestep at which step change in voltage will happen.
# Generate array of membrane potentials, including step change
step_V = Array{typeof(1.0u"mV")}(undef, length(T)) # empty array
for i in 1:change
step_V[i]=-100.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -100 mV before the change
end
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for i in change:length(step_V)
step_V[i]=-40.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -40 mV after the change
end
# Arrays of zeros to store mk1f and mk1s
mk1f=zeros(length(T))
mk1s=zeros(length(T))
# Intial value of mk1f and mk1s is mk1_inf at -100 mV. Need initial value as each timestep is dependent
on the previous.
mk1f[1] = mk1s[1] = mk1_inf[76]
# Make a loop to calculate open state probabilities for each timestep
for i in 2:length(T)
k= i-1 # so I can easily refer to the previous timestep
m_k1_inf=(1+exp((step_V[k] + 110u"mV")/11u"mV"))^-1 #for both m
τ_k1f=0.7u"ms"*exp(-(step_V[k] + 120u"mV")/43.8u"mV")+0.04u"ms" #time constantfor fast m
∆m_k1f=(m_k1_inf-mk1f[k])*dt/τ_k1f #change for fast m
mk1f[i]=mk1f[k]+∆m_k1f # updated fast m
τ_k1s=14.1u"ms"*exp(-(step_V[k] + 120u"mV")/28u"mV")+0.04u"ms" #time constant for slow m
∆m_k1s=(m_k1_inf-mk1s[k])*dt/τ_k1s #change for slow m
mk1s[i]=mk1s[k]+∆m_k1s #updated slow m
end
# Plot results
plot(ustrip.(T),mk1f, ylabel="Open-State Probability",xlabel="time (s)", label="fast",
title = "Open State Prob. of Fast and Slow Channels after ∆V")
plot!(ustrip.(T),mk1s,label="slow")
plt=plot!(twinx(), ustrip.(T),ustrip.(step_V), ylabel="Membrane Potential (mV)", linecolor=:magenta, ylims=(-105,10),













PDRK = 2.4e−14L/s is the maximum permeability.
V is the membrane potential (mV).
F is the Farady constant.
R is the universal gas constant.
T = 295.15K is the temperature.
[K]in = 112mmol/L and [K]ex = 2mmol/L are the intracellular and extracellular concentrations
of K+, respectively.
mDRK is the activation-state probability of two independent activation gates, both of which
need to be open for current to flow throughDRK channels.
Below is a graph showing how IDRK varies with changes in membrane potential, assuming
channels are at equilibrium (mDRK = mDRK∞):
In [5]: # Declare parameter values
k_int = 112.0u"mmol/L" # Intracellular potassium conc. (millimolar)
k_ext = 2.0u"mmol/L" # Extracellular potassium conc. (millimolar)
F = 96485.3329u"s*A/mol" # Faraday constant
R = 8.314u"J/(mol*K)" # Universal gas constant
T = 295.15u"K" # Temperature in Kalvin
P_DRK=2.4e-14u"L/s" # Permeability
# Decide what membrane potential range to explore
min_V = -100u"mV"
max_V = 40u"mV"
V=min_V:1.0u"mV":max_V # Make an array of membrane potentials within exploration range
IDRK=Array{typeof(1.0u"nA")}(undef, length(V)) # Make an empty array to store current amplitudes
mDRK_inf=zeros(length(V)) # Make an array of zeros to store equilibrium open-state
probabilities
# Make a loop to calculate equilibrium open-state probability and current amplitude at each membrane potential
for i in 1:length(V)
mDRK_inf[i]=(1+exp(uconvert(Unitful.NoUnits,(V[i]+48.3u"mV")/4.19u"mV")))^(-1/2) # equilibrium open-state
probability








# Display a plot of the current against membrane potential
plt=plot(ustrip.(V),ustrip.(IDRK), ylabel="current (nA)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Equilibrium Amplitude against Membrane Potentials",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"4"))
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# Store current values from membrane potentials of -100 mV to 40 mV for later comparison
IDRK_comp=IDRK[:]
;
The IDRK current has only one m-value (one channel population). The equilibrium state is
calculated by the following equation (relationship with voltage shown below).
mDRK∞ = (1 + e
V+48.3mV
4.19mV )−1/2
In [6]: plt=plot(ustrip.(V),mDRK_inf, ylabel="equilibirum open-state probability",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Equilibrium Open-State Prob. against Membrane Potential",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"5"))
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The time constant of mDRK is calculated as below:
τDRK = (αDRK + βDRK)
−1
with
αDRK = (3.2ms × e−V/20.9mV + 3ms)−1
βDRK = (1467ms × e−V/5.96mV + 9ms)−1






Below I show the response of mDRK to a step-change in voltage (−100mV −−40mV). Note the
much longer time simulated than for mK1 f ,s above.
In [7]: # Set up time limits, timestep, and time arrays
max_T=0.75u"s" # 750 ms simulated
dt=1e-5u"s" # 0.01 ms timestep
T=0.0u"s":dt:max_T # time array
change=Int(round(length(T)/5)) # timestep at which step change in voltage will happen.
# Generate array of membrane potentials, including step change
step_V = Array{typeof(1.0u"mV")}(undef, length(T)) # empty array
for i in 1:change
step_V[i]=-100.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -100 mV before the change
end
for i in change:length(step_V)
step_V[i]=-40.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -40 mV after the change
end
# Arrays of zeros/empty arrays to store parameters of of interest
mDRK=zeros(length(T))
α = Array{typeof(1.0u"1/ms")}(undef, length(T))
β = Array{typeof(1.0u"1/ms")}(undef, length(T))




# Make a loop to calculate open state probabilities for each timestep
for i in 2:length(T)
k= i-1 # so I can easily refer to the previous timestep
m_DRK_inf=(1+exp(uconvert(Unitful.NoUnits,(step_V[k]+70.0u"mV")/4.19u"mV")))^(-1/2) # equilibrium open-state
probability
α[i]=(3.2u"ms"*exp(uconvert(Unitful.NoUnits,(-step_V[k])/20.9u"mV"))+3.0u"ms")^(-1) # calculate alpha
β[i]=(1467.0u"ms"*exp(uconvert(Unitful.NoUnits,(-step_V[k])/5.96u"mV"))+9.0u"ms")^(-1) # calculate beta
τ=(α[i]+β[i])^(-1) # calculate tau based off alpha and beta
∆m=(m_DRK_inf-mDRK[k])*(dt/τ) # calculate change in mDRK




plot(ustrip.(T),mDRK, ylabel="Open-State Probability",xlabel="time (s)", label="mDRK",
title = "Open State Prob. of Channels after ∆V")
plt=plot!(twinx(), ustrip.(T),ustrip.(step_V), ylabel="Membrane Potential (mV)", linecolor=:magenta, ylims=(-105,10),
label="Membrane Potential (right axis, mV)",legend=:bottomright)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"6"))
Following are the responses of αDRK and βDRK to that same change:
In [8]: plot(ustrip.(T),ustrip.(α), ylabel="α/β value (1/ms)",xlabel="time (s)", label="α",
title = "α and β values after ∆V")
plot!(ustrip.(T),ustrip.(β),label="β")
plt=plot!(twinx(), ustrip.(T),ustrip.(step_V), ylabel="Membrane Potential (mV)", linecolor=:magenta, ylims=(-105,10),
label="Membrane Potential (right axis, mV)",legend=:bottomright)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"7"))
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Thus, we can see that βDRK is very small, and is much less sensitive to changes in membrane
potential (V) than αDRK.
4.4 - IA





1 − e−FV/RT m
2
A(a1hA1 + (1 − a1)hA2)
Where permeability (PA) is 1.08e−13L/s, V, F, R, T, Kin, and Kex are as described above, under
IDRK. mA is the probability that any one of three independant activation gates is open, hA1 and
hA2 relate to the open-state probabilities of the inactivation gates, and a1 accounts for the non-
independence of these gates, where only one can be closed at a time.
Below is a graph showing how IA varies with changes in membrane potential, assuming chan-
nels are at equilibrium (mA = mA∞, hA1,2 = hA∞):
In [9]: # Declare parameter values
k_int = 112.0u"mmol/L" # Intracellular potassium conc. (millimolar)
k_ext = 2.0u"mmol/L" # Extracellular potassium conc. (millimolar)
F = 96485.3329u"s*A/mol" # Faraday constant
R = 8.314u"J/(mol*K)" # Universal gas constant
T = 295.15u"K" # Temperature in Kalvin
P_A=1.08e-13u"L/s" # Permeability
# Decide what membrane potential range to explore
min_V = -120u"mV"
max_V = 40u"mV"
V=min_V:1.0u"mV":max_V # Make an array of membrane potentials within exploration range
IA=Array{typeof(1.0u"nA")}(undef, length(V)) # Make an empty array to store current amplitudes
mA_inf=zeros(length(V)) # Make an array of zeros to store equilibrium open-state probabilities
hA_inf=zeros(length(V)) # To store inactivation-state probabilities
a1=zeros(length(V)) # to store a-values
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# Make a loop to calculate equilibrium open-state probability and current amplitude at each membrane potential
for i in 1:length(V)
mA_inf[i]=(1+exp(-(V[i]+61u"mV")/10.7u"mV"))^(-1) # equilibrium open-state probability
hA_inf[i] = (1+exp((V[i]+83u"mV")/3.9u"mV"))^(-1) # equilibrium inactivation-state probability
a1[i] = (1-0.54)/(1+exp((V[i]+21.5u"mV")/15.6u"mV")) + 0.54 # a value








# Display a plot of the current against membrane potential
plt=plot(ustrip.(V),ustrip.(IA), ylabel="current (nA)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Equilibrium Amplitude against Membrane Potentials",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"8"))
# Store current values from membrane potentials of -100 mV to 40 mV for later comparison
IA_comp=IA[21:length(IA)]
;
IA has one m-value (one activation gate population). The equilibrium state is calculated by the
following equation (relationship with voltage shown below).
mA∞ = (1 + e−
V+61mV
10.7mV )−1
In [10]: plt=plot(ustrip.(V),mA_inf, ylabel="equilibirum open-state probability",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Equilibrium Open-State Prob. against Membrane Potential",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"9"))
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The time constant of mA is calculated as below:
τA = x × e
V
y + z
Where, when V < −55mV:
x = 173ms, y = 17.9mV, z = 5.4ms
And when V > −55mV:
x = 0.48ms, y = 23.1mV, z = 1.14ms






Below I show the response of mA to a step-change in voltage (−100mV −−40mV).
In [11]: # Set up time limits, timestep, and time arrays
max_T=0.05u"s" # 50 ms simulated
dt=1e-5u"s" # 0.01 ms timestep
T=0.0u"s":dt:max_T # time array
change=Int(round(length(T)/5)) # timestep at which step change in voltage will happen.
# Generate array of membrane potentials, including step change
step_V = Array{typeof(1.0u"mV")}(undef, length(T)) # empty array
for i in 1:change
step_V[i]=-100.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -100 mV before the change
end
for i in change:length(step_V)
step_V[i]=-40.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -40 mV after the change
end
# Arrays of zeros/empty arrays to store parameters of of interest
mA=zeros(length(T))
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# Intial values (set to equilibrium values for relevant voltages)
mA[1] = mA_inf[21]
# Make a loop to calculate open state probabilities for each timestep
for i in 2:length(T)
k= i-1 # so I can easily refer to the previous timestep







∆m=(m_A_inf-mA[k])*(dt/τ) # calculate change
mA[i]=mA[k]+∆m # calculate new value based on old value and change
end
# Plot results
plot(ustrip.(T),mA, ylabel="Open-State Probability",xlabel="time (s)", label="mA",
title = "Open State Prob. of Channels after ∆V")
plt=plot!(twinx(), ustrip.(T),ustrip.(step_V), ylabel="Membrane Potential (mV)", linecolor=:magenta, ylims=(-105,10),
label="Membrane Potential (right axis, mV)",legend=:bottomright)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"10"))
IA also has two independant inactivation gates (h-values). The equilibrium state of both is the
same, is calculated by the following equation (relationship with voltage shown below).
hA∞ = (1 + e−
V+83mV
3.9mV )−1
In [12]: plt=plot(ustrip.(V),hA_inf, ylabel="equilibirum inactivation-state probability",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Equilibrium Inactivation-State Prob. against Membrane Potential",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"11"))
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Note that the above inactivation state probability is actually inverse.
The two time constants (for hA1 and hA2) are (note the voltage-independence of τhA2):










Below I show the response of hA1 and hA2 to a step-change in voltage (−100mV −−40mV).
In [13]: # Set up time limits, timestep, and time arrays
max_T=10u"s" # 10 s simulated
dt=1e-5u"s" # 0.01 ms timestep
T=0.0u"s":dt:max_T # time array
change=Int(round(length(T)/5)) # timestep at which step change in voltage will happen.
# Generate array of membrane potentials, including step change
step_V = Array{typeof(1.0u"mV")}(undef, length(T)) # empty array
for i in 1:change
step_V[i]=-100.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -100 mV before the change
end
for i in change:length(step_V)
step_V[i]=-40.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -40 mV after the change
end




# Intial values (set to equilibrium values for relevant voltages)
hA1[1] = hA2[1] = hA_inf[21]
# Make a loop to calculate open state probabilities for each timestep
for i in 2:length(T)
k= i-1 # so I can easily refer to the previous timestep
h_A_inf=(1+exp((step_V[i]+83u"mV")/3.9u"mV"))^(-1) # equilibrium inactivation-state probability
τ1=321u"ms"*exp((step_V[i]+82u"mV")/15.5u"mV")+74u"ms"
τ2=300u"ms"
∆hA1=(h_A_inf-hA1[k])*(dt/τ1) # calculate change
hA1[i]=hA1[k]+∆hA1 # calculate new value based on old value and change
∆hA2=(h_A_inf-hA2[k])*(dt/τ2) # calculate change
hA2[i]=hA2[k]+∆hA2 # calculate new value based on old value and change
end
# Plot results
plot(ustrip.(T),hA1, ylabel="Inactivation-State Probability",xlabel="time (s)", label="hA1",
title = "Inactivation State Prob. of Channels after ∆V")
plot!(ustrip.(T),hA2,label="hA2")
plt=plot!(twinx(), ustrip.(T),ustrip.(step_V), ylabel="Membrane Potential (mV)", linecolor=:magenta, ylims=(-105,10),
label="Membrane Potential (right axis, mV)",legend=:bottomright)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"12"))
Note the extremely long simulation time above (10 s).
hA1 and hA2 are not independent, with only one being able to be active at a time. The activation
probability of each of these is governed by a1 (with the probability of hA1 being a1, and that of hA2









In [14]: # Decide what membrane potential range to explore
min_V = -100u"mV"
max_V = 80u"mV"
V=min_V:1.0u"mV":max_V # Make an array of membrane potentials within exploration range
# set up function to find a given a membrane potential
get_a1(V) = (1-0.54)/(1+exp((V+21.5u"mV")/15.6u"mV")) + 0.54
# plot
plt=plot(ustrip.(V),get_a1.(V), ylabel="a-value",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="a-value against Membrane Potential",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"13"))
In the above plot, below the line (a1) is the probability that hA1 is the dominant inactivation
gate, and above the line (1 − a1) is the probability that hA2 is the dominant inactivation gate.
4.5 - ICa
ICa is a voltage-gated Ca2+ current, described by the following equation:
ICa = gCa(V − ECa)m3Ca
Where V is the membrane potential (mV), gCa = 3.2nS is the maximum conductance, ECa =
42.5mV is the reversal potential, and mCa is the activation-state probability of three independant
activation gates, all of which need to open for the voltage-gated calcium channel to be open.
Below is a plot showing how ICa varies with changes in membrane potential, assuming chan-
nels are at equilibrium (ie mCa = mCa∞):
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In [15]: # Declare parameter values
g_Ca=1.2u"nS"
E_Ca=42.5u"mV"
# Decide what membrane potential range to explore
min_V = -120u"mV"
max_V = 40u"mV"
V=min_V:1.0u"mV":max_V # Make an array of membrane potentials within exploration range
ICa=Array{typeof(1.0u"nA")}(undef, length(V)) # Make an empty array to store current amplitudes
mCa_inf=zeros(length(V)) # Make an array of zeros to store equilibrium open-state probabilities
# Make a loop to calculate equilibrium open-state probability and current amplitude at each membrane potential
for i in 1:length(V)




# Display a plot of the current against membrane potential
plt=plot(ustrip.(V),ustrip.(ICa), ylabel="current (nA)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Equilibrium Amplitude against Membrane Potentials",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"14"))
# Store current values from membrane potentials of -100 mV to 40 mV for later comparison
ICa_comp=ICa[21:length(ICa)]
;
The ICa current has only one m-value (one channel population). The equilibrium state is cal-
culated by the following equation (relationship with voltage shown below).




In [16]: plt=plot(ustrip.(V),mCa_inf, ylabel="equilibirum open-state probability",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Equilibrium Open-State Prob. against Membrane Potential",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"15"))
The time constant of mCa is calculated as below:










Below I show the response of mCa to a step-change in voltage (−100mV −−40mV). Note the
extremely short simulation time (10ms). These channels are fast-adapting.
In [17]: # Set up time limits, timestep, and time arrays
max_T=0.01u"s" # 10 ms simulated
dt=1e-5u"s" # 0.01 ms timestep
T=0.0u"s":dt:max_T # time array
change=Int(round(length(T)/5)) # timestep at which step change in voltage will happen.
# Generate array of membrane potentials, including step change
step_V = Array{typeof(1.0u"mV")}(undef, length(T)) # empty array
for i in 1:change
step_V[i]=-100.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -100 mV before the change
end
for i in change:length(step_V)
step_V[i]=-40.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -40 mV after the change
end
# Arrays of zeros/empty arrays to store parameters of of interest
mCa=zeros(length(T))
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# Intial values (set to equilibrium values for relevant voltages)
mCa[1] = mCa_inf[21]
# Make a loop to calculate open state probabilities for each timestep
for i in 2:length(T)
k= i-1 # so I can easily refer to the previous timestep
m_Ca_inf=(1+exp(-uconvert(Unitful.NoUnits,(step_V[i]+55.0u"mV")/12.2u"mV")))^(-1) # equilibrium open state
probability
τ= 0.046u"ms"+0.325u"ms"*exp(uconvert(Unitful.NoUnits,(step_V[k]+77.0u"mV")/51.67u"mV")^2)
∆m=(m_Ca_inf-mCa[k])*(dt/τ) # calculate change
mCa[i]=mCa[k]+∆m # calculate new value based on old value and change
end
# Plot results
plot(ustrip.(T),mCa, ylabel="Open-State Probability",xlabel="time (s)", label="mCa",
title = "Open State Prob. of Channels after ∆V")
plt=plot!(twinx(), ustrip.(T),ustrip.(step_V), ylabel="Membrane Potential (mV)", linecolor=:magenta, ylims=(-105,10),
label="Membrane Potential (right axis, mV)",legend=:bottomright)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"16"))
4.6 - IBKS/BKT
IBKS and IBKT are outward K+ currents activated by Ca2+. The "S" and "T" differentiate between
steady and transient calcium-induced currents. The currents are identical but for two features:
the permeabilities differ, and the transient current has an inactivation gate, characterised by an











1 − e−FV/RT (O2 + O3)hBKT
Where b is a dimensionless control parameter of the model which allows control over the
strength of BK currents. This is set to 0.2, PBKS = 2e−13L/s and PBKT = 14e−13L/s are the maxi-
mum permeabilities, and F, R, T, [K]in, and [K]ex are as described above, under IDRK.
hBKT is the inverted inactivated-state probability (the likelihood that the inactivation gate
is not closed) and O2 and O3 are the open-state probabilities of two distinct open-states of the
channels, which are modelled as having five possible states (three closed, two open, does not
include inactivated state) which they switch between according to Figure 4.2, below:
Figure 4.2.
State Diagram showing States of BK-Channels and how they Change
Note. From "Kinetic analysis of voltage-and ion-dependent conductances in saccular hair cells
of the bull-frog, Rana catesbeiana" by A. J. Hudspeth, & R. S. Lewis, 1988. The Journal of Physiology,
400(1), 237-274.
There are terms for switching between each of these states which determine the probabilities
of each state. These terms are shown in the above diagram, and are governed by the binding of
Ca2+. The subscript numbers beside the state (eg the 1 in C1) denote how many Ca2+ ions are
bound in this state. Thus when zero (C0) or one (C1) Ca2+ ions are bound, the channel is always
closed. When two Ca2+ ions are bound, the channel will initially remain in its previous state (be
that open (previous state: O3) or closed (previous state: C1)) but are able to switch between open
(O2) and closed (C2) states without changing the number of Ca2+ ions bound. When three Ca2+
ions are bound, the channel is always open (O3).
Ca2+ ions dissociate from the channel based on fixed constant rates: k−1 = 300s−1, k−2 =
5000s−1, and k−3 = 1500s−1. When two Ca2+ ions are bound, the rate at which the closed state
changes to the open state is also fixed at: βc = 2500s−1 (Neiman et al., 2011), though βc was
modelled as 1000s−1 in the original article by Hudspeth and Lewis (1988a).
The rate at which an open channel with two Ca2+ ions bound (O2) will close (C2) is voltage
dependant according to:
αc = 450s−1 × e
−V
30mV
The relationship of αc with membrane potential (V) is depicted below.
In [18]: # Decide what membrane potential range to explore
min_V = -100u"mV"
max_V = 40u"mV"
V=min_V:1.0u"mV":max_V # Make an array of membrane potentials within exploration range





plt=plot(ustrip.(V),ustrip.(αc), ylabel="closing rate αc (1/s)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Closing Rate against Membrane Potential",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"17"))
Unsurprisingly, the rate at which each Ca2+ ion binds (k1, k2, k3) is dependant on the intracel-





z × F × Cvol × ξ
− Ks [Ca]i
Where U is the constant fraction of intracellular calcium which remains free, estimated to be
0.02. z is the charge of a calcium ion, +2, and F is the Faraday constant. Cvol is the total cell volume,
calculated assuming a cylindrical cell (estimated to be 1256.637µm3), and ξ is the small proportion
of the cell’s volume (Cvol) adjacent to the membrane, in which calcium is assumed to accumulate,
estimated to be 0.000034. Ks is the rate constant determining the rate at which calcium leaves the
submembrane zone, estimated to be 2800s−1. ICa is the Ca2+ current described previously.
The forward rate constants, k j=1,2,3 are calculated as follows (with k j then being multiplied by




Where k−j is the relevant reverse rate constant, and Kj is the dissociation constant of the jth




Where V is the membrane potential (mV), F, R, and T are as described above, under IDRK, and
z = +2 is the charge of the ion of interest.
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δj is the proportion of the electric field experienced by the Ca2+ ion in the jth binding site, with
δ1 = δ3 = 0.2 and δ2 = 0.
Kj(0) is the dissociation constant of the jth binding site at a membrane potential of 0mV, with
K1(0) = 6µmolL−1, K2(0) = 45µmolL−1, and K3(0) = 20µmolL−1.
Below I will show how k1,2,3 change based on V.
In [19]: # Declare parameter values
#general
F = 96485.3329u"s*A/mol" # Faraday constant
R = 8.314u"J/(mol*K)" # Universal gas constant
T = 295.15u"K" # Temperature in Kalvin
dt=1e-5u"s" #
# to calculate calcium concentration
U=0.02 #free calcium proportion
Cvol = 1256.637u"µm^3"#1.25u"pL"#cell volume
ξ = 3.4e-5#proportion of cell hoarding calcium
Ksca = 2800u"1/s" #rate constant









const z = 2 #sign of charge of Ca2+
const δ1 = 0.2 #fraction of the electric field experienced by Ca2 at the 1st binding site
const δ2 = 0.0 #fraction of the electric field experienced by Ca2 at the 2nd binding site
const δ3 = 0.2 #fraction of the electric field experienced by Ca2 at the 3rd binding site
#Decide what membrane potential range to explore
min_V = -100u"mV"
max_V = 40u"mV"
V=min_V:1.0u"mV":max_V # Make an array of membrane potentials within exploration range
# Grab ICa from previous
ICaBK=ICa_comp[:]









#burn-in for Ca conc


























plot(ustrip.(V),ustrip.(k1), label="k1", ylabel="rate constant (L/(µmol×s))",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",




Note that k2 is not voltage dependent, as the second binding site of Ca2+ does not experience
any of the electric field.
Below is the change in [Ca2+]i with membrane potential calculated assuming ICa is at equilib-
rium, and that there is a timestep of 0.01ms between each membrane potential change of 1mV.
In [20]: plt=plot(ustrip.(V),ustrip.(Caconc), ylabel="Ca Conc. (µmol/L)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
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title="Calcium Concentration against Membrane Potential", legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"19"))
Note that the above looks somewhat like the inverse of ICa against membrane potential.
Below shows k1,2,3[Ca2+]i with change in membrane potential, generated using the values from
the previous two plots.









plot(ustrip.(V),ustrip.(k1Ca), label="k1[Ca]", ylabel="rate (1/s)",





Bringing things back to the outward K+ currents IBKS and IBKT: the rate terms shown above are











1 − e−FV/RT (O2 + O3)hBKT
O2 and O3 are two out of five possible states of the channels (excluding inactivated (hBKT)), as
per the diagram repeated below:
Figure 4.2.
State Diagram showing States of BK-Channels and how they Change.
Note. From "Kinetic analysis of voltage- and ion- dependent conductances in saccular hair
cells of the bull-frog, Rana catesbeiana" by A. J. Hudspeth, & R. S. Lewis, 1988. The Journal of
Physiology, 400(1), 237-274.
As the probability of moving to each state is based on the probabilty you are in a neighbouring
state, to calculate O2 and O3, one also needs to calculate C0,1,2.
The equations for the rates of change of each of these channel states follows:
C1 = k1[Ca2+]iC0 + k−2C2 − (k−1 + k2[Ca2+]i)C1
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C2 = k2[Ca2+]iC1 + αcO2 − (k−2 + βc)C2
O2 = βcC2 + k−3O3 − (αc + k3[Ca2+]i)O2
O3 = k3[Ca2+]iO2 − k−3O3
And lastly, C0 is simply calculated as the probability that the channel is not in another state.
C0 = 1 − (C1 + C2 + O2 + O3)
How these probabilities change based on membrane potential is shown below:
















for i in 1:5000
#changes
∆C1=(k1Ca[1]*c0_0 + kneg2*c2_0 -(kneg1+k2Ca[1])*c1_0)*dt
∆C2=(k2Ca[1]*c1_0 + αc[1]*o2_0 - (kneg2+β_c)*c2_0)*dt















# loop to calculate relationship with V
for i in 2:length(V)
k=i-1
#changes
∆C1=(k1Ca[i]*C0[k] + kneg2*C2[k] -(kneg1+k2Ca[i])*C1[k])*dt
∆C2=(k2Ca[i]*C1[k] + αc[i]*O2[k] - (kneg2+β_c)*C2[k])*dt
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plot(ustrip.(V), C0[:], label="C0", ylabel="state probability", xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",






Thus the relationship of overall open state probability (O2 + O3) with membrane potential is:
In [23]: plt=plot(ustrip.(V), op[:], legend=false, ylabel="open-state probability", xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Open-State Prob. against Membrane Potential")
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"22"))
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1 − e−FV/RT (O2 + O3)
The below plot shows how this current changes based on membrane potential (V).
In [24]: # Remaining parameters
P_BKS=2.0e-13u"L/s"
b=0.2
k_int = 112.0u"mmol/L" #Intracellular potassium conc. (millimolar)
k_ext = 2.0u"mmol/L" #Extracellular potassium conc. (millimolar)
# Empty array
IBKS = Array{typeof(1.0u"nA")}(undef, length(V))
# Loop to calculate








plt=plot(ustrip.(V),ustrip.(IBKS), ylabel="current (nA)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="I_BKS Amplitude against Membrane Potential",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"23"))









1 − e−FV/RT (O2 + O3)hBKT
The inverse inactive-state probability (hBKT) is modelled as follows.The equilibrium state is
calculated by the following equation (relationship with voltage shown below).
hBKT∞ = (1 + e
V+61.6mV
3.65mV )−1
In [25]: #empty array
hBKT_inf=zeros(length(V))
# loop to calculate
for i in 1:length(V)
hBKT_inf[i]=(1+exp((V[i]+61.6u"mV")/3.65u"mV"))^(-1)
end
plt=plot(ustrip.(V),hBKT_inf, ylabel="inverse inactivation state probability",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Equilibrium Inactivation against Membrane Potential",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"24"))
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The time constant of hBKT is calculated as below:










Below I show the response of hBKT to a step-change in voltage (−100mV −−40mV).
In [26]: # Set up time limits, timestep, and time arrays
max_T=0.08u"s" # 80 ms simulated
dt=1e-5u"s" # 0.01 ms timestep
T=0.0u"s":dt:max_T # time array
change=Int(round(length(T)/5)) # timestep at which step change in voltage will happen.
# Generate array of membrane potentials, including step change
step_V = Array{typeof(1.0u"mV")}(undef, length(T)) # empty array
for i in 1:change
step_V[i]=-100.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -100 mV before the change
end
for i in change:length(step_V)
step_V[i]=-40.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -40 mV after the change
end
# Arrays of zeros/empty arrays to store parameters of of interest
hBKT=zeros(length(T))
# Intial values (set to equilibrium values for relevant voltages)
hBKT[1]=hBKT_inf[1]
# Make a loop to calculate open state probabilities for each timestep
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for i in 2:length(T)
k= i-1 # so I can easily refer to the previous timestep




hBKT[i]=hBKT[k]+∆h # calculate new value based on old value and change
end
# Plot results
plot(ustrip.(T),hBKT, ylabel="Inactivation-State Probability",xlabel="time (s)", label="h_BKT",
title = "Inactivation State Prob. of Channels after ∆V")
plt=plot!(twinx(), ustrip.(T),ustrip.(step_V), ylabel="Membrane Potential (mV)", linecolor=:magenta, ylims=(-105,10),
label="Membrane Potential (right axis, mV)",legend=:bottomright)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"25"))
Now we can model IBKT based on membrane potential, assuming inactivation gates are at
equilibrium (ie hBKT = hBKT∞):
In [27]: # Remaining parameters
P_BKT=14.0e-13u"L/s"
T = 295.15u"K" # Temperature in Kalvin
# Empty array
IBKT = Array{typeof(1.0u"nA")}(undef, length(V))
# Loop to calculate









plt=plot(ustrip.(V),ustrip.(IBKT), ylabel="current (nA)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="I_BKT Amplitude against Membrane Potential",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"26"))
# Store current values from membrane potentials of -100 mV to 40 mV for later comparison
IBKT_comp=IBKT[:]
;
The below plot shows IBKS and IBKT alongside each other.
In [28]: plot(ustrip.(V),ustrip.(IBKS), ylabel="current (nA)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",




And over a smaller range:
In [29]: plot(ustrip.(V[25:55]),ustrip.(IBKS[25:55]), ylabel="current (nA)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",




Ih is an inward cation current activated by hyperpolarisation. It is calculated by the following
equation:
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Ih = gh(V − Eh)(3m2h(1 − mh) + m3h)
Where gh (maximal conductance) is 5nS, Eh (reversal potential) is −40mV, and mh is the active
state probability of three independant activation gates, of which at least two need to be open to
allow current to flow.
Below is a graph showing how Ih varies with changes in membrane potential, assuming chan-
nels are at equilibrium (ie mh = mh∞):
In [30]: # Declare parameter values
g_h=5.0u"nS"
E_h=40.0u"mV"
# Decide what membrane potential range to explore
min_V = -200u"mV"
max_V = 40u"mV"
V=min_V:1.0u"mV":max_V # Make an array of membrane potentials within exploration range
Ih=Array{typeof(1.0u"nA")}(undef, length(V)) # Make an empty array to store current amplitudes
mh_inf=zeros(length(V)) # Make an array of zeros to store equilibrium open-state probabilities
# Make a loop to calculate equilibrium open-state probability and current amplitude at each membrane potential
for i in 1:length(V)
mh_inf[i]=(1+exp(uconvert(Unitful.NoUnits,(V[i]+87.0u"mV")/16.7u"mV")))^(-1) # equilibrium open-state probability
Ih[i]=g_h*(V[i]-E_h)*(3*mh_inf[i]^2*(1-mh_inf[i])+mh_inf[i]^3) #updated current
end
# Display a plot of the current against membrane potential
plt=plot(ustrip.(V),ustrip.(Ih), ylabel="current (nA)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Equilibrium Ih Amplitude against Membrane Potential",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"29"))




The Ih current has only one m-value (one channel population). The equilibrium state is calcu-
lated by the following equation (relationship with voltage shown below).
mh∞ = (1 + e
V+87mV
16.7mV )−1
In [31]: plt=plot(ustrip.(V),mh_inf, ylabel="equilibirum open-state probability",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Equilibrium Open-State Prob. against Membrane Potential",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"30"))
The time constant of mh is calculated as below:











Below I show the response of mh to a step-change in voltage (−100mV −−40mV). Note the
extremely long simulation time of 5 minutes. These are very slowly adapting channels.
In [32]: # Set up time limits, timestep, and time arrays
max_T=300.0u"s" # 5 min simulated
dt=2e-3u"s" # 0.01 ms timestep
T=0.0u"s":dt:max_T # time array
change=Int(round(length(T)/5)) # timestep at which step change in voltage will happen.
# Generate array of membrane potentials, including step change
step_V = Array{typeof(1.0u"mV")}(undef, length(T)) # empty array
for i in 1:change
step_V[i]=-100.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -100 mV before the change
end
for i in change:length(step_V)
step_V[i]=-40.0u"mV" # membrane potential is -40 mV after the change
end
# Arrays of zeros/empty arrays to store parameters of of interest
mh=zeros(length(T))
# Intial values (set to equilibrium values for relevant voltages)
mh[1] = mh_inf[101]
# Make a loop to calculate open state probabilities for each timestep
for i in 2:length(T)
k= i-1 # so I can easily refer to the previous timestep
m_h_inf=(1+exp(uconvert(Unitful.NoUnits,(step_V[k]+87.0u"mV")/16.7u"mV")))^(-1) # equilibrium open state
probability
τ= 63.7u"ms"+135.7u"ms"*exp(uconvert(Unitful.NoUnits,(step_V[k]+91.4u"mV")/21.2u"mV")^2)
∆m=(m_h_inf-mh[k])*(dt/τ) # calculate change
mh[i]=mh[k]+∆m # calculate new value based on old value and change
end
# Plot results
plot(ustrip.(T),mh, ylabel="Open-State Probability",xlabel="time (s)", label="mh",
title = "Open State Prob. of Channels after ∆V")
plt=plot!(twinx(), ustrip.(T),ustrip.(step_V), ylabel="Membrane Potential (mV)", linecolor=:magenta, ylims=(-105,10),




IL is the leak current, comprised of conducances which are active at rest. It is described by the
following equation:
IL = gL(V − EL)
Where gL (maximal conductance) is 0.2nS and EL (equilibrium potential) is 0mV.
As the leak current is not variable based on channel dynamics, it will always have the same
amplitude for a given membrane potential. This relationship is shown below.
In [33]: # Declare parameter values
g_L=0.2u"nS"
E_L=0.0u"mV"
# Decide what membrane potential range to explore
min_V = -100u"mV"
max_V = 40u"mV"
V=min_V:1.0u"mV":max_V # Make an array of membrane potentials within exploration range
IL=Array{typeof(1.0u"nA")}(undef, length(V)) # Make an empty array to store current amplitudes
# Make a loop to calculate equilibrium open-state probability and current amplitude at each membrane potential
for i in 1:length(V)
IL[i]=g_L*(V[i]-E_L) #updated current
end
# Display a plot of the current against membrane potential
plt=plot(ustrip.(V),ustrip.(IL), ylabel="current (nA)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Equilibrium IL Amplitude against Membrane Potential",legend=false)
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"32"))
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IMET is the transduction current in vestibular hair cells, triggered when acceleration of the head
causes deformation of hair cells and opening of mechano-sensitive channels. These channels are
on the cilia of the hair cell, which protude into endolymph which has a high K+ concentration,
thus reversing the driving force for K+ so that it preferentially enters the cell, and can depolarise
the cell upon opening of these channels. IMET is modelled according to the following equation:
IMET = gMETPo(X)(V − EMET)
Where V is the membrane potential in mV, EMET = 0mV is the reversal potential of K+ sur-
rounding the cilia, gMET = 0.65nS is the maximum conductance when all channels are open (as-







Where z = 40 f n is gating force, x is current bundle position (which varies based on Brownian
motion as explained in Chapter Two of this thesis), x0 is the bundle position where Po(X) = 0.5,
kβ is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is temperature.
Brownian motion for the hair cell bundle over time is shown below (due to the random gener-
ation the plot varies each time the code is run).
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In [34]: # load package to allow drawing from random distributions
using Distributions




# Make an array of Po based on brownian motion
Po_brown=zeros(length(time))
X=Array{typeof(1.0u"nm")}(undef, length(time))











last_step_brow=0.0u"nm" # To store the previous motion, as the next motion is dependent on it
# Loop to calculate Brownian motion and resulting Po




Po_brown[i]=1.0/(1.0 + exp(-zgate*(X[i]-x0)/(kβ*T))) #calculating this for next bit
end
plt=plot(ustrip.(time[:]),ustrip.(X[:]), legend=false, xlabel="time (s)", ylabel="Brownian Deflection (nm)",
title="Brownian Deflection of Hair Bundle over Time")
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"33"))
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The relationship of IMET with membrane potential is shown below, assuming the bundle is at
rest (there is no mechanical stimulus), with and without Brownian motion.
The time-dependence of Brownian motion is handled by assuming the below simulation hap-
pens over 3 seconds and taking relevant Brownian deflection values from above.
In [35]: # load package to allow drawing from random distributions
using Distributions





# Decide what membrane potential range to explore
min_V = -100u"mV"
max_V = 40u"mV"
V=min_V:1.0u"mV":max_V # Make an array of membrane potentials within exploration range
# Shift for brownian prob
shift=Int(round(length(Po_brown)/length(V)))
# Empty arrays for current amplitudes
IMET=Array{typeof(1.0u"nA")}(undef, length(V))
IMET_brown=Array{typeof(1.0u"nA")}(undef, length(V))
# Make a loop to calculate equilibrium open-state probability and current amplitude at each membrane potential




# Display plots of the current against membrane potential
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plot(ustrip.(V[:]),ustrip.(IMET[:]), ylabel="current (nA)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",
title="Equilibrium IMET Amplitude against Membrane Potential",label="Without Brownian")
plt=plot!(ustrip.(V[:]),ustrip.(IMET_brown[:]),label="With Brownian")
savefig(plt, string(fpath,"34"))




Below are plots showing all currents based on changes in membrane potential, as they are pre-
sented above (using the Brownian version of IMET).




= −IK1 − IA − IDRK − ICa − IBKS − IBKT − Ih − IL − IMET
In [36]: plot(ustrip.(V[:]),ustrip.(IK1_comp[:]), ylabel="current (nA)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",











Over a smaller, more biologically relevant range:
In [37]: plot(ustrip.(V[:]),ustrip.(IK1_comp[:]), ylabel="current (nA)",xlabel="membrane potential (mV)",












Note that as the above assumes equilibrium, and some currents take a long time to reach
equilibrium, this is not a representation of how the currents would behave over shifting membrane
potential in a biological (or simulated) cell. Rather, the above is intended to allow at-a-glance






A Model of Calcium and Downstream Signalling in the Saccular Hair 
Cell of the Frog 
 
J. A. Jefferson 
 
5.1 - Introduction 
The neurons responsible for transmitting vestibular signals from hair cells to the central nervous system 
are vestibular afferent neurons. These neurons have a wide variety of firing characteristics, reviewed 
extensively by Eatock, Xue, and Kalluri (2008) and Goldberg (2000). Some (irregular discharging 
afferents) fire irregularly at rest, are more sensitive to angular acceleration, and adapt quickly during 
head movement, returning to their spontaneous firing rate. Others (regular discharging afferents) have 
a more regular spontaneous firing rate. These are less sensitive to angular acceleration and adapt more 
slowly (Goldberg, & Fernandez, 1971a, b). These two groups are often referred to as distinct categories, 
though it is more accurate to refer to them as members of the same population lying at different points 
along a continuum (Goldberg, & Fernandez, 1971b; Paulin, & Hoffman, 2019; Peterson, 1998).  
Regardless of regularity, mammalian vestibular afferent neurons all show some resting discharge, 
meaning that they fire in the absence of head acceleration. A recent model capturing the diversity of 
this resting discharge is the Exponential-Wald (ex-Wald) model of spontaneous inter-spike interval 
(ISI) distribution (Paulin, & Hoffman, 2019). This model comprises an exponential distribution, 
censored by a Wald (also known as inverse Gaussian) distribution, and is depicted in Figure 5.1.  
The exponential distribution describes the interval distribution of a Poisson process, a process occurring 
with random intervals, in which the probability of the event occurring is the same regardless of time 
since the last event (Landolt, & Correia, 1978). Stochastic channel opening, assuming the channel can 
change states infinitely quickly with no memory, is a Poisson process, though these assumptions do not 
perfectly fit the biologically-constrained channels of vestibular hair cells. 
A Wald distribution describes drift-diffusion process and could be conceptualised as the variable 
refractory period of a vestibular afferent neuron before the neuron becomes responsive to input once 
more. Thus, the refractory period (or Wald distribution) censors the Poisson proccess (or the exponential 
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distribution). Ex-Wald models are often used to describe sensory and cognitive processes (Palmer, 
Horowitz, Torralba, & Wolfe, 2011; Rieger, & Miller, 2019; Schwarz, 2001). 
Paulin and Hoffman (2019) argue that ex-Wald distributed spike trains are equivalent to random 
subsamples from a Poisson process, such that collectively the thousands of neurons in each branch of 
the nerve (Honrubia, Hoffman, Sitko, & Schwartz, 1989) transmit samples from this process, acting as 
an ideal sensor with high bandwidth to transmit all information available at the receptor level. This is 
congruent with the theory presented by Sterling and Laughlin (2015), who argue that nervous systems 
essentially scale molecular computation from the μm scale of unicellular organisms, to the cm and m 
scale of modern animals, using neurons to transmit signals which, in micro-organisms, can be integrated 
in-situ. 
Communication between vestibular hair cells and afferent neurons occurs via synaptic transmission, in 
which a vesicle containing transmitter in the hair cell fuses with the cell membrane and releases the 
transmitter onto the afferent neuron. This vesicle fusion is calcium dependent. The hair cell model 
described in Chapters Two and Three of this thesis includes the intra-cellular concentration of calcium 
localised near the cell membrane (henceforth referred to as submembrane calcium). The concentration 
of this submembrane calcium is heavily based on calcium entry via the voltage-dependent calcium 
Figure 5.1. 
Plots Showing Inter-Spike Interval Distribution Recorded from Vestibular Afferent 
Neurons (Histograms A-C) Against Fitted ex-Wald Model (Solid Line). 
Note. Neurons shown are a regular neuron (A), intermediate neuron (B), and irregular neuron 
(C). A-C show exponential distribution as dashed line and Wald distribution as dotted line. D 
shows the three distributions on a common time axis, with heights scaled so all have the same 
maximum height. From “Models of vestibular semicircular canal afferent neuron firing activity” 




current (ICa), which, being voltage-dependent, is sensitive to the changes in membrane potential caused 
by Brownian motion of the cilia bundle.  
The resting discharge of afferent neurons has been shown to be due to transmitter release governed by 
submembrane calcium, which is kept high enough to drive transmitter release by the resting-state 
activation of ICa (Trapani, & Nicolson, 2011). It has also been shown that, in frog saccular hair cells, 
the amount of transmitter that can be released is not restricted by the number of vesicles immediately 
able to release transmitter, rather vesicles which are not docked at release sites are also able to quickly 
release transmitter (Edmonds, Gregory, & Schweizer, 2004), meaning that release-site availability is 
not relevant to the dynamics of neurotransmitter release. 
Leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) models are simplistic models of neurons (Burkitt, 2006), relying on only 
a few internal properties, and having the ability to respond to input currents. Given that vesicle release 
is driven by submembrane calcium, and this drives afferent spiking (Trapani, & Nicolson, 2011), it is 
hypothesised that, taking a scaled version of the submembrane calcium as input, it should be possible 
to recreate biological resting discharge rates in an LIF model of a vestibular afferent neuron, such that 
simulated ISI distributions match those recorded from biological neurons, and fit an ex-Wald 
distribution, as described by Paulin and Hoffman (2019). 
 
5.2 - Methods 
The model explained in Chapters Two and Three of this thesis was extended to include a model of 
afferent firing behaviour. As the aim was to investigate whether the relationship between the 
submembrane calcium concentration of the hair cell and firing behaviour of the afferent was simple, the 
framework used to model the afferent was also simple. The LIF framework for neuronal modelling uses 
capacitance of the hair cell (CM), a membrane time constant (τ), a resting membrane potential (VRest) and 










Where CM is calculated as the specific capacitance of the membrane, for which a typical value is 0.9 
μF/cm2 (Gentet, Stuart, & Clements, 2000), multiplied by the surface area of the soma of the cell 
simulated. Assuming a diameter of 15.7 μm (Reichenberger, & Dieringer, 1994), and a spherical cell, 
this surface area is ~774 μm2, giving a CM of ~7 pF. 
The membrane time constant (τ) is the time taken for the membrane potential to get two thirds of the 
way back to VRest, following a perturbation. This value is equal to CM multiplied by the membrane 
resistance (RM). Typical membrane resistances of neurons are in the order of GΩ, with values of 4 GΩ 
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to 6 GΩ being observed in frog receptor neurons (Pun, & Kleene, 2004). Typical membrane time 
constants of neurons are in the order of ms, with 30 ms being estimated in vestibular-related neurons of 
the frog (Dieringer, & Precht, 1979). With CM as calculated previously, a time constant of 30 ms gives 
a membrane resistance of ~4.3 GΩ. Both of these are within reasonable ranges, so τ = 30 ms was used 
in this model. VRest was set to -60 mV, as is typical of vestibular afferent neurons in the frog (Honrubia, 
Sitko, Kimm, Betts, & Schwartz, 1981). 
The input (I) to the LIF was a scaled version of the submembrane calcium concentration ([Ca2+]i). As 
[Ca2+]i is in μmol/L, the scaling factor (λ) was in nA L/μmol, so that I=λ[Ca
2+]i  was in nA. A shift 
parameter (ρ) was also added to scaled input, so final input was given by the below equation. Potential 
values of λ and ρ were determined via trial and error. 
𝐼 = 𝜆[𝐶𝑎2+]𝑖 + 𝜌 
To implement spiking in an LIF, a threshold is imposed (in this model, -40 mV), and when this threshold 
is reached a spike is inserted, with the membrane potential first rapidly reaching a positive potential, 
then resetting to a hyperpolarised value (in this model, -80 mV), to simulate the post-spike 
hyperpolarisation observed in biological neurons.  
ISI distributions were recorded from the simulated neuron, and plotted as a histogram for comparison 
with data recorded from biological neurons and associated ex-Wald fits. 
 
5.3 – Results 
The membrane potential of the LIF, with input scaled so that the neuron never fires (λ = 1×10-3 nA 
L/μmol, ρ = 0.0 nA), is shown in Figure 5.2 (B), alongside the submembrane calcium concentration of 
the hair cell ([Ca2+]i) (Figure 5.2, A). Note that the membrane potential of the LIF resembles a damped 
version of [Ca2+]i. Figure 5.2 is purely for the purpose of illustrating how [Ca
2+]i relates to the 
Figure 5.2. 
Plots Showing Simulated Submembrane Calcium Concentration of Hair Cell (A) and 
Membrane Potential of an LIF Afferent Neuron (B) when Hair Cell is at Rest. 
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membrane potential in this simulation, and is not intended to imply that this is a true relationship, nor a 
realistic scale. Fluctuations in [Ca2+]i are due to the impact of Brownian motion on the membrane 
potential, and therefore on ICa and [Ca2+]i. is not intended to imply that this is a true relationship, nor 
a realistic scale.  
ISI distributions of the simulated LIF afferent, recorded over a 25 s interval and normalised, are 
presented alongside data recorded from biological neurons in Figures 5.3-5.5. 
Note. For simulation (A): λ = 0.120 nA L/μmol, ρ = -0.370 nA. B adapted from “Models of 
vestibular semicircular canal afferent neuron firing activity” by M. G. Paulin, & L. F. 
Hoffman, 2019. Journal of Neurophysiology, 122(6), 2548-2567. 
 
Figure 5.4. 
Plots Showing Inter-Spike Interval Distribution of Simulated LIF Afferent (A) against 
ex-Wald Fitted data recorded from an Intermediate Discharging Afferent (B). 
Note. For simulation (A): λ = 0.039 nA L/μmol, ρ = -0.105 nA. B adapted from “Models of 
vestibular semicircular canal afferent neuron firing activity” by M. G. Paulin, & L. F. Hoffman, 
2019. Journal of Neurophysiology, 122(6), 2548-2567. 
 
Figure 5.3. 
Plots Showing Inter-Spike Interval Distribution of Simulated LIF Afferent (A) against ex-
Wald Fitted data recorded from a Regularly Discharging Afferent (B). 
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Altering only the scaling and shift parameters of the input (λ and ρ respectively), ISI distributions from 
a regularly (Figure 5.3), intermediate (Figure 5.4), and irregularly (Figure 5.5) discharging afferent were 
each able to be replicated by the simulated LIF afferent with good fidelity. Furthermore, the shapes of 
the simulated ISI distributions are visually similar to the ex-Wald fits presented alongside them, with 
perhaps a more pronounced exponential component, especially in the case of the regularly firing afferent 
(Figure 5.3). 
 
5.4 - Discussion 
The results presented in this chapter show that it is possible to reproduce the statistical properties of 
resting discharge of vestibular afferent neurons, using only an LIF model neuron with the scaled 
submembrane calcium concentration of the presynaptic hair cell as input. 
To transform submembrane calcium into a current input in nA, it was necessary to multiply it by a 
scaling factor (λ) in nA L/μmol. This scaling factor, alongside the shift factor (ρ), replaced the biological 
processes of vesicle fusion, transmitter release, transmitter diffusion, transmitter binding of receptor on 
the neuron, and neuron channel opening, as well as any forces acting on these processes which are 
active at rest. 
Under the LIF framework, input is divided by the membrane capacitance (CM), thus our input of the 
calcium signal is really being scaled by λ/CM. Regularity of firing is correlated with neuron size, with 
more regular neurons being smaller, meaning they would have lower capacitance (Eatock, et al., 2008). 
As capacitance was not altered to simulate different behaviours, one would expect this difference to 
Note. For simulation (A): λ = 0.150 nA L/μmol, ρ = -0.479 nA. B adapted from “Models of 
vestibular semicircular canal afferent neuron firing activity” by M. G. Paulin, & L. F. Hoffman, 
2019. Journal of Neurophysiology, 122(6), 2548-2567. 
 
Figure 5.5. 
Plots Showing Inter-Spike Interval Distribution of Simulated LIF Afferent (A) against ex-
Wald Fitted data recorded from an Irregularly Discharging Afferent (B). 
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instead manifest in a larger λ. This was not observed in these trials, though this could be due to other 
factors that would influence the value of λ. Other things that might be expected to increase λ include: 
more neurotransmitter release per unit of calcium concentration, fewer calcium buffers (amplify 
calcium signal), smaller synaptic cleft (less distance to diffuse), higher concentration of receptor on the 
neuron, higher affinity receptors on the neuron, and voltage-sensitive channels on post-synaptic 
membrane (to amplify signal). 
The shift parameter (ρ) was usually set to a negative value, reducing the amplitude of the signal without 
impacting the variation (or noise). This parameter is hard to explain biologically as anything other than 
a sustained hyperpolarising input current. 
Mathematically, the relationship of λ and ρ with afferent regularity is very logical: larger λ is associated 
with more irregular firing behaviour, as larger λ means greater noise amplitude, leading to more variable 
firing patterns. As λ increases, ρ must become more negative, to counteract the increase in signal 
amplitude from a larger λ, without damping the noise. 
In biology, much of the diversity of afferent firing behaviour results from properties of the neuron itself, 
such as ion channel composition (Eatock, et al., 2008), rather than the signal sent by the hair cell. This 
does not weaken the result presented here, as spontaneous firing is still driven by calcium-induced 
vesicle release by hair cells (Trapani, & Nicolson, 2011), therefore the signal still drives the firing 
behaviour. However, the characteristics of that firing behaviour, or how the neuron responds to the 
signal, is determined by the neuron. The signal must be able to be interpreted in a way to produce each 
type of resting afferent discharge, which is what is shown here. Thus, λ and ρ may be less related to 
processes described above, and more related to the properties of the afferent, which could explain the 
difficulty in biologically justifying ρ.  
Paulin and Hoffman’s (2019) interpretation of the ex-Wald model, in which the exponential component 
is a Poisson process related to the hair cell, from which the neuron is drawing samples censored by the 
Wald-distributed refractory period, attributes the exponential component to the signal and the Wald 
component to endogenous characteristics of the afferent neuron. This could explain why the exponential 
component was more pronounced in the simulated ISIs compared to the biological ISIs: variation in the 
model was driven by the signal, rather than by afferent characteristics, leading to an exaggerated 
exponential. 
The result that one can reproduce ex-Wald distributed ISIs of vestibular afferent neurons using an LIF 
with input in the form of scaled submembrane calcium concentration strengthens the previously 
presented hair cell model, and supports Sterling and Laughlin’s (2015) argument that, once you 
understand molecular computation occurring in cells, nervous systems are simply a scaled-up version, 
allowing this computation to occur over larger distances. In other words: neuroscience is easy - cellular 
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6.1 – Key Findings 
The contents of this thesis detail previously published models of saccular hair cells in the frog (Chapter 
One), a new model of a saccular hair cell in the frog (Chapters Two and Three) and an extension of this 
model to include the firing behaviour of vestibular afferent neurons (Chapter Four).  Key conclusions 
are that historically, models are rarely reported in their full form, and are thus difficult to replicate, my 
model reproduces hair cell-like behaviour, but does not perfectly replicate any recorded behaviour, and 
the submembrane calcium concentration of the model hair cell, when given as scaled input to a leaky 
integrate-and-fire model neuron, is sufficient to replicate the diversity of behaviour of vestibular 
afferent neurons. 
 
6.2 – Broad Relevance 
6.2.1 – Hair Cell Models and Bayesian Brains 
Modelling hair cells gives researchers a better understanding of the molecular computation (interactions 
between ions and proteins) carried out by these cells. Under the Bayesian brain hypothesis, these 
computations make up an important part of P(B), the event that the brain knows has occurred, from 
which it evaluates probabilities relating to the state of the outside world (P(A|B)). Dynamic models, 
which predict behaviour of cells as the state of the world changes, will bring us closer to understanding 
the likelihood function (P(B|A)). 
The model presented in Chapters Two and Three of this thesis contributes a well-documented model, 
adding to the body of literature computationally representing this aspect of P(B). The extension 
presented in Chapter Four of this thesis is the first model to combine the activity of vestibular hair cells 
and afferent neurons, and encompasses a larger proportion of P(B) than previous models. Decoding the 
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brain’s representations of the terms in Bayes Rule brings us closer to an understanding of if and how 
the brain might carry out Bayesian inference. 
 
6.2.2 – Neurons as Telephones 
The molecular computation modelled in this thesis gains even more importance under the theory 
presented by Sterling and Laughlin (2015). The theory states that neurons did not evolve to add 
computational capability to organisms, rather that all the computational capability required was 
available at the molecular level, however, with selection pressure to get larger (relating to predation and 
feeding efficiency), this diffusion-reliant molecular computation could not be carried out quickly 
enough over the required distance to generate useful behaviours. Thus, neurons evolved almost as a 
highway, to send these molecular signals across distances of millimetres to metres quickly. One can 
think of molecular computation as a conversation – words generated by you interact with another person 
to cause them to generate their own words. Under this analogy, neurons are like a telephone, taking the 
computation that already exists and adding a transformation which allows said computation to occur, 
even when the relevant components are spatially distant. 
Under this theory, the molecular computation carried out in the hair cell is the vestibular signal, with 
associated neurons being messengers, carrying this signal to regions within the central nervous system. 
Once the molecular computation is understood in detail (which would require more in-depth models 
including more intracellular interactions), the hard part of understanding the brain is done, and the 
remaining question is simply how this is scaled up (or how do telephones work). The model presented 
in this thesis includes molecular computation in the hair cell, and provides a foundation for more 
complex models. The implementation of Brownian motion must be important, else the transduction 
channels of hair cells would not be sensitive at this level. 
The extension of the model in Chapter Four of this thesis supports the theory that neurons evolved to 
scale up molecular computation, as the calcium signal produced by molecular computation was 
sufficient to replicate inter-spike interval distributions in a model afferent, using only a simple 
transformation, which could be reversed at the neuron’s destination. This gives strength to the argument 
that figuring out molecular computation could explain the higher-level properties of the brain. 
 
6.3 – Lessons from Computational Modelling 
6.3.1 – Nowhere to Hide 
The key thing about computational modelling which makes it so difficult is that it requires detailed 
knowledge of the system being modelled. Computational models are a type of theoretical framework: 
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the modeller must fit together what they know from data and hope that it produces something 
resembling biology. Whether this hope is realised or not, something meaningful occurs: either a good 
model is produced which explains an aspect of the system investigated, or a gap in knowledge is 
highlighted. 
When code is published, it becomes impossible to hide these gaps in knowledge, thus the presentation 
of code in Chapter Three of this thesis. Code being published also ensures other labs can replicate 
models, and extend on these or improve them in their own ways, meaning more value is added to the 
scientific community. 
To produce a good model, one must actually understand the system modelled, which can drive scientific 
enquiry in more valuable directions, as gaps in knowledge are addressed with the goal of improving, 
correcting, or extending models. 
 
6.3.2 – Dimensional Analysis 
In physics and biology, very few numbers are just numbers. A membrane potential is not -60, it is -60 
mV. A firing rate is not 80, it is 80 spikes per second. Often in published models, many of these units 
are omitted from equations (Hudspeth, & Lewis, 1988a; Neiman et al., 2011), which can lead to errors 
going undetected. 
Dimensional analysis is often left out because it is really, really hard. Researchers who have little 
experience working with dimensions will struggle to figure out whether the result of mm × mm is mm2 
or μm2, or what you need to divide nA by to turn it into mV, so that it can be added to the membrane 
potential. I do not claim to be any better than these researchers – I also find this very difficult. Use of a 
Julia package called Unitful.jl allowed me to leave the checking of my dimensions to Julia, so that when 
something was wrong (for example, if I tried to add nA and mV), Julia threw an error and forced me to 
fix it. 
Dimensional analysis is extremely valuable for the same reason as computational modelling: if forces 
you to get things right. Small errors, such as forgetting to divide a current by capacitance, simply cannot 
occur, as you will end up with an impossible calculation, such as adding two incompatible dimensions.  
As an example: if I had not been carrying out strict dimensional analysis, a peculiarity in the way 
Hudspeth and Lewis (1988a, equation 15) had defined the equations for kj[Ca
2+]i (used to calculate IBKS 
and IBKT, see Chapter Three of this thesis) would have caused me to incorrectly model these currents. 
The chances of this inconsistency slipping past markers and reviewers, and eventually being published, 
would have been quite high. Instead I revisited these equations for months until the form published by 




6.4 – Future Directions 
A theme in modern biology is that as experimental techniques become more advanced and more 
accessible, the literature becomes flooded with data, while theoretical frameworks, which aid in putting 
data together in a meaningful way, do not keep up. As more data is accumulated, the gap between what 
is available and what is meaningfully integrated grows, and the task of fitting available data to modern 
frameworks becomes more and more monumental – and why would a researcher bother with such an 
undertaking when they can be published in Nature by using the latest exciting technology to generate 
an interesting and novel result? 
One can hope that, as computational techniques improve and become more accessible, the 
implementation of computational models as theoretical frameworks will increase, helping to close this 
gap and allowing researchers to extract something close to the full value from the masses of data that 
already exist. Publishing of code alongside this will further increase the value added by these models. 
The main gap in knowledge highlighted by this model was the inability of parameters from the literature 
to produce resting membrane potentials between -67.6 mV and -57 mV, within which range a number 
of biological cells lie. Experimental comparison of hair cells with resting membrane potentials within 
this range against hair cells with more negative resting membrane potentials would likely address this, 
and extend the parameter range, or introduce new equations or currents to existing models. 
A natural extension from good models of hair cells and afferents at rest is the development of dynamic 
models, which can accurately predict the behaviour of these two cell populations during head 
movements. Another natural extension to be explored is incorporation of efferent vestibular neurons, 
which synapse onto hair cells and afferents in the vestibular periphery. 
 
6.5 – Conclusions 
The models presented in this thesis improve the detail of description of existing hair cell models, as 
well as highlighting avenues for future exploration, and extending existing models to include afferent 
firing. Theoretical frameworks such as this increase the value of data, and computational models 
provide testable and extendable theoretical frameworks, which, as publication of code becomes more 
mainstream, will be able to be subjected to rigorous peer review and replication.  
Models of molecular computation within cells, such as that presented here, could drive discovery 
relating to the Bayesian Brain hypothesis, and, according to Sterling and Laughlin (2015), could be key 
in understanding the overall working of the brain. Studying a simplistic, early-evolved system, such as 
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An Interactive Model of a Frog Saccular Hair Cell 
 
J. A. Jefferson 
 
Alongside the model described in Chapters Two and Three of this thesis, an interactive model was built, 
to allow easy and user-friendly simulation of hair cells with varying properties. The current form of the 
user interface is shown in Figure A1 below: 
The “Burn-In” and “Pulse Response” plots show membrane potential as the cell reaches equilibrium 
from a given starting value (v0), and membrane potential during a current injection of mutable 
amplitude respectively. The “Current” plots below these show the amplitude of each of the simulated 
currents during the same event. Which current corresponds to which colour is supplied in Table A1 
below. 
The sliders are adjustable, and plots will update to reflect the new slider values as the user slides. 
Key improvements in order of priority are: 
• Add a key, so that which current is which is obvious without having to refer to documentation. 
• Optimise code so that updates occur faster and more smoothly. 
• Add more parameters, for more complete customisation of the hair cell. 
Figure A1. 














The code generating this model and interface is all available at: 
https://github.com/JosephineJefferson/Interactive-Hair-Cell-Model  
Table A1. 
Key for Reading Currents in Figure A1. 
Current Colour Dashed? 
IK1 Black No 
Ih Red No 
IDRK Orange No 
ICa Blue No 
IBKS Green No 
IBKT Green Yes 
IA Orange Yes 
IL Red Yes 
IMET Blue Yes 
